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A great number of new and interesting problems have in recent 
years been opened by the comparative study of cell-lineage in pla- 
todes, nemertines, annelids and mollusks; but owing to practical 
difficulties of manipulation the mosaic-like spiral type of cleavage 
characteristic of these forms has not yet received adequate xperi- 
mental analysis, though important results have been reached by the 
work of Cm~'roN ('96) and YVES DELAGE ('99) on annelids (Lanice) 
and mollusks (Ilya~assa, Dentaliu~n). During the summer of 1902 
[ found that the egg of the nemertine Cerebratulus lacteus, which, 
like those of other nemertines, offers >>an almost ideally perfect illu- 
stration of this type of eleavager (COE) forms an admirable object 
for experimental study, and indeed fairly ranks with the echinoderm 
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egg in this respect. The termination of the breeding season, in early 
September, cut short my experiments long before the completion of 
an adequate study of the many interesting problems that they had 
opened. The present work, therefore, though giving a decisive result 
on the crucial experiment that formed its primary object, represents 
hardly more than a preliminary study of an object that is certain 
to yield numerous additional results of importance when it shall have 
been more thoroughly investigated. Unluckily the preparation of 
adequate drawings of certain of the forms of merogonic leavage, 
and of the larvae derived from them, was postponed until the op- 
portunity was lost by the somewhat abrupt close of the breeding 
season. To this circumstance is due the rather meagre character of 
the evidence given in support of certain statements in the text, that 
were nevertheless determined by repeated observation ~). 
My main object has been to compare , with reference to the 
general problem of cytoplasmic localization, the development of fer- 
tilized fragments of the unsegmented gg with that of isolated blasto- 
meres. Such a comparison has hitherto been carefully made only 
in echinoderm eggs by DRIESCH ('96, 1) and BOVERI ('01, 1, '01~ 2) 
though very interesting results have also been attained by DRIESC~t 
and MORGAN ('95) in a less complete similar study of the ctenophorc- 
egg. In both these cases the isolated blastomere segments like a 
part and not as a whole (i. e., as if the missing portion of the egg 
were present), producing in the sea-urchin an open fractional blastula 
which finally closes and gives rise to a whole gastrula perfectly 
formed but of diminished size; in the ctenophore a larva is formed 
that shows characteristic defects and in some respects (number of 
rows of swimming plates) resembles a fragment of a whole larva 2). 
In both cases, als% an egg-fragment usually segments not like a 
whole egg of diminished size, but in such a manner as to suggest 
a definite preloealization of the cleavage-factors in the unsegmented 
egg; a certain percentage of the fragments however segment like 
whole eggs of diminished size3). In the sea-urchin the fragments 
of both types produce dwarfs; in the etenophore only those that 
1) My best thanks are due to my assistant, Mr. W. S. SUTTON~ for constant 
and effective aid, and also to Professor J. S. KINGS~E:Z, Director of the Tufts Col- 
lege Marine laboratory at South Harpswell, Me., where the work was carried on. 
2) Cf. the more detailed later studies of FlSCI~EL ('97, '98) and ZIE~LER 
('98) which confirm these results. 
3) DELAGE ('99, p. 388) states that in the sea-urchin, when the operation 
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segment as wholes (obtained by removal of, a portion of the vege- 
tative hemisphere) produce perfectly formed larvae, the others giving 
rise to defective ones. In the spiral types no such direct comparison 
in the same species has yet been made; but the observations ot 
CRA~IPTOhT and DELAGE, though in some respects incomplete, when 
taken together give some valuable data. In Ilyanassa CRA~FTOS 
showed that the isolated blastomere segments as a part and not as 
a whole and gives rise to a defective embryo, which does not pro- 
duce a perfect larva; to what extent it is a >>fraction,, was not very 
clearly shown. On the other hand in Dentalium and Lanice, DELAGn 
found that fertilized fragments of the unsegmented egg produced per- 
feet dwarf larvae. The cleavage of the fragments was not studied in 
detail, and is stated to show ..>anomalies~ plus ou moins accenta6es<,. 
Nevertheless, DELAGE figures a 4-cell stage of a Dentalium fragment 
closely similar to that of an entire egg', as described by KOWALEWSKY, 
and also 2- and 4-cell stages of La, niee fl'agments that are like the 
corresponding stages of entire eggs in many annelids. 
On the main point the eggs of Cerebratulus give a very con- 
sistent and definite result. Both isolated blastomeres and fertilized 
egg-fragments, whether the latter are before fertilization nucleated 
or not, may if of sufficient size develop into perfectly formed dwarf 
larvae. In mode of development, however, they show a marked and 
constant contrast in that the former undergo in every  detai l  a 
st r ic t ly  f ract iona l  c leavage (with certain occas ional  modi -  
f icat ions descr ibed beyond) and produce open blastulas,  as 
in the echinoderm, whi le the egg- f ragments  egment l ike 
whole eggs of d iminished size, and produce closed blastulas.  
In other words, the isolated blastomere develops at first as a piece, 
as if the missing portion were present, though ultimately producing 
a whole embryo; while the egg-fragment develops as a whole from 
the beginning. The present paper is mainly devoted to a compara- 
tive study of these two modes of development, o which is added a 
preliminary account of the development of fragments of blastulas, 
though my observations are here as yet very incomplete. 
The favorable character of the egg of Cerebratuhts for experi- 
mental purposes is due to the following circumstances. The egg forms 
no fertilization-membrane, and is surrounded by a loose envelope that 
(by cutting) is ,>rigoureusement bien faiter the fragments being of half the size 
of the egg and undergoing no loss of substance by the formation of extra- 
orates, the segmentation is like that of a normal egg. 
Archly s EntwickelungsmechaniL XVI 2~ 
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may be easily shaken off or cut through. It exhibits a tolerance of 
operation o less remarkable than that of the echinoderm egg. The 
blastomeres of the early cleavage-stages may be readily shaken apart, 
or better cut apart with a fine scalpel under the dissecting micro- 
scope, and those of the 2- or 4-cell stage may give rise to dwarf 
pilidia - -  a fact already briefly recorded by C. B. WILSO~ ('99, p. 141), 
who employed the shaking method. In like manner the unfertilized 
eggs may be shaken to pieces or individually cut in two with a 
scalpel, by the method so successfully employed by Yws DELAGE 
('99, '01) in his studies on merogony; and such fragments, whether 
nucleated or not, may upon fertilization likewise produce normally 
formed dwarf larvae. Blastulas, too, of the 64--128 cell stage, or 
Eggs of Cerebratulus laeteus, 
is often still more irregular. 
Fig. 1. 
from life. A Immediately after liberation from the ovary; the form 
B The same egg after lying one hour in sea-water; at ~he animal 
pole a vaguely defined clearer area in which, as seen in sections, lies the first pel~r spindle in the 
metaphase; envelope now distinctly double. 6' An  egg with first polar bocly, 40 minutes after fertili- 
zation; vegetative protuberance disappearing. 
later, may be cut in two and the fragments may develop into pilidia, 
which may be nearly normal but usually show characteristic defects. 
These advantages are greatly increased by the fact that certain 
landmarks exist by means of which the egg-axis may be accurately 
determined from the moment of discharge from the ovary up to the 
time of cleavage. In the greater number of the eggs there is a con- 
spicuous conical protuberance- sometimes almost a s ta lk -  exactly 
at the lower pole, and diametrically opposite the point at which the 
polar bodies are afterwards formed (Fig. 1)1). On the same side as 
1) c. B. WmsoN, in his excellent paper on the embryology of this form 
first pointed out this feature of the egg', and determined the important fact that 
the protuberance represents the remains of the pedicle of attachment of the egg 
in the ovary. 
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the protuberance is a corresponding conical or almost tubular pro- 
longation of the egg-envelope through which the protuberance extends 
in the young eggs. The germinal vesicle usually (but not always) 
lies exeentrically on the side opposite this protuberance; but in any 
case after the eggs lie from 10 to 20 minutes in water, whether 
fertilized or not, the vesicle fades leaving a clear area which ulti- 
mately moves towards the animal pole where the first polar spindle 
in metaphase is found within it. As the first polar body forms the 
protuberance usually disappear% though it sometimes persists until 
the second polar body has formed. These characters afford a means 
by which the plane of section can usually he controlled during the 
operation, and in any ease accurately determined subsequent to it. 
It is thus possible to determine the exact region of the egg that 
each fragment represents; and the fragments (two or more) fi-om a 
single egg may be separately isolated, fertilized and reared in small 
glass vessels to the larval stage (pilidium). I have thus studied in 
greater or less detail the development of more than 200 isolated egg- 
fragments and about an equal number of isolated blastomeres, besides 
examining in a more general way great numbers of both obtained 
by shaking the eggs en masse. 
In order to make dear the following account it is necessary to 
sketch very briefly the main features of the cell-lineage, which I 
hope to work out and describe more in detail hereafter. Up to the 
formation of at least six quartets of ,~mieromeres<< the cleavage is 
a wonderfully regular and typical example of the spiral type. I have 
nbt yet certainly determined the morphological limits of these quar- 
tets in the later stages or the precise source of the mesobtast, both 
of which questions are difficult to determine owing to the relatively 
uniform size of the cells and the very long persistence of perfect 
a'adial symmetry in the embryo. The first two cleavages, passing at 
right angles to each other through the egg-axis, divide the egg into 
equal quadrants, which as a rule show no ,cross-furrow% and if 
one is present it is very short and shoivs no constancy of direction 
(Fig. 2 A}. The third cleavage is, as usual, dexiotropie; but the 
>,mieromeres<< of the first quartet, as COE has described, are slightly 
larger than the basal quadrants - -  a condition unique in the spiral 
type of cleavage (Fig. 2 B). From this cleavage onward, dexiotropic 
and leiotropic divisions alternate with great regularity up to at least 
the eighth cleavage, and probably to a considerably later period. 
An apical rosette is formed, exactly at the upper pole, at the point 
28* 
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where the apical organ and flagellum subsequently appear; but 
apparently the >~eross~, so characteristic of the annelidan or mol- 
luscan embryo, fails to appear (as I have also found to be the ease 
in the polyclade Lel)topla+~a ). At the time the lower hemisphere 
.4 
Fig. 2. 
8 
C D 
Normal cleavage of entire egg, from preparations (x  800)- (The 2-quadrant outlined more heavily.) 
A~ J~, 0, D the basal quadrants; a,l--d, 1 upper quadrants; 1.J products of first leiotropie division 
of the upper quadrants (considering the latter as stem-cells); 1.2 products of second dexietropie 
division of upper quadrants; 2 second quartet-cells and their derivatives; 3 third quartet cells1). 
A 4-cell stage, from upper pole. B S-cell stage preparing for the fourth cleavage, from the side; in 
this specimen the inequality between the upper and lower quartets is slightly greater than is the 
rule. 0 i6-cell stage, from the side. D 28-sell stage, transitional to 32-cell stage, from the side, 
showing •he cells of the second quartet in division~ while all the others are at rest. This is a 
typical and characteristic condition, preceded by one in which the second quartet-cells are at rest 
and all the others are dividing. 
flattens, just before the invagination, two symmetrically placed meso- 
blast-cells pass into the cleavage-cavity near one end of the embryo~ 
1) The same system of lettering is employed in all the figures. All the 
cleavage-forms are represented atthe same enlargement (300 diameters) drawings 
from preparations ( ublimate-acetic) having been slightly enlarged to allow for 
a slight general shrinkage, the extent of which was determined by comparison 
with camera drawings of the living embryos. All figures are made with camera 
and from living material except as otherwise stated. 
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and from them smaller mesenchyme-eells are budded forth, without 
however giving rise to definite mesoblast-bands a in the annelid 
embryo. When first clearly distinguishable these cells lie rather 
widely separated on opposite sides of the embryo, which renders it 
probable that they do not arise from the division of a single cell, 
like the coeloteloblasts ,of the ordinary annelidan or molluscan type, 
but are rather comparable to the ectomesoblast of these forms or of 
the platode 1). With the appearance of these two cells the bilateral 
symmetry of the embryo first becomes apparent. 
I. Fertilization of Egg-Fragments. 
As COE has already described, the eggs of Cerebratulus, like 
those of certain annelids, undergo the preliminary changes of matura- 
tion after lying in water for a short time whether fertilized or not. 
After 10--15 minutes the outline of the germinal vesicle becomes 
irregular and then gradually fades away, leaving a clear area which 
moves out nearly to the periphery of the egg at a point diametri- 
cally opposite the protuberance at the vegetative pole (Fig. 1 B). 
This change may be greatly hastened by shaking the eggs rather 
hard. However long the eggs lie in water, however, or however 
hard they be shaken, even to the point of breaking them to pieces, 
the polar bodies do not make their appearance until the eggs are 
fertilized, the first polar spindle remaining in the stage of metaphase. 
Experiments on fertilizing the egg-fragments obtained by shaking 
the eggs to pieces en masse, or by cutting them individually, give 
results confirmatory of those obtained by DEL~E ('01) on the eggs 
of Asterias and add certain points of interest for the theory of 
fertilization. When the operation is performed on the fi'eshly-lMd 
eggs, before the germinal vesicle has lost its sharp contour (i. e., 
within 5--10 minutes) only the nuc leated  f ragments  develop, 
first forming polar bodies as if they were entire eggs, while the 
enucleated fragments how no further change. If, however, the eggs 
lie in water, before the operation until the germinal vesicle has 
become indistinct, not only do those fragments containing the germi- 
nal vesicle develop, but also the enuc leated  f ragments .  In 
the shaken eggs the two kinds of fragments can be immediately 
distinguished with certainly as soon as the polar bodies appear, 
1) Cf. E. B. WILSOn, '98. 
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since these are produced only by  those containing the germinal 
vesicle P a fact naturally to be expected, and proved by operation 
with the scalpel on single eggs and isolation of the fragments. In 
this manner two or more embryos may be produced from a single 
egg', those arising from the enucleated fragments [which presumably 
develop by monospermic fertilization] showing" no constant difference 
in mode of cleavag'e, form, or general structure from those derived 
from the nucleated ones. If, on the other hand, the same operation 
be performed on fertilized eggs only a single f ragment  develops 
even though the fragments be refertilized immediately after the 
operation. In such cases it is almost invariably the nucleated frag- 
ments that develop, but in a very few cases I have oberved that the 
enudeated fragment develotSs while the nucleated one forms the polar 
bodies but proceeds no further. 
These facts show that in these eggs, as in those of echinoderms, 
prior to the breaking down of the nuclear wall the cytoplasm is 
incapable of responding to the stimulus of the spermatozoon. As 
soon as the germinal vesicle has faded, fragments from any part of 
the egg are capable of fertilization. When, however, the egg has 
once been fertilized the cytoplasm has again become incapable of 
further fertilization, for only one fragment of the fertilized egg deve- 
lops. This fragment is undoubtedly the one containing the sperma- 
tozoon, and the experiments show that the fragment is usually the 
one containing also the egg-nucleus. Mr. YATSU'S studies of the 
normal eggs, made in my laboratory, confirm COE'S statement that 
the spermatozoon may enter at any point; hence it is probable that 
if it enters in the lower hemisphere it moves rapidly into the upper 
one. The few cases in which the enucleated fragment of the bisected 
fertilized egg developes are doubtless those in which the plane of 
section separates the sperm-nucleus from the egg-nucleus. 
The incapacity of fragments of fertilized eggs for refertilization 
is a striking fact in view of the absence of a fertilization-membrane. 
Even when such fragments are placed in water containing sperm 
immediately after the section, before they have assumed a spherical 
form, they fail to fertilize, though spermatozoa may be observed 
adhering to their periphery. Since such fragments have a freshly 
cut surface, directly exposed to the water, it is probable that their 
s~erility is due to a change affecting the whole cytoplasmic substance, 
and one that is physiologically the opposite of that which takes 
place when the germinal vesicle fades. The eggs, therefore~ may 
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be said to pass through two ~critical periods,,, the first being that 
at which the germinal vesicle fades and the entire cytoplasmic sub- 
stance becomes fertile, the second being the moment of fertilization 
when the cytoplasm becomes insusceptible to the action of other 
spermatozoa. It seems highly probable, as DELAGE has concluded, 
in the case of echinoderm-eggs, that the first of these periods is 
determined by the discharge of material from the germinal vesicle 
into the cytoplasm. The second is obviously determined by the 
entrance of the spermatozoon; but the nature of the change that takes 
place remains wholly problematical. 
II. The Development of Egg-Fragments and of isolated Blastomeres 
compared. 
If of sufficient size, an egg- f ragment ,  from whatever  egion 
of the egg it be taken,  may segment,  in every  detai l ,  l i ke  
an ent ire egg of d imin ished size. The isolated b lastomere,  
on the other hand, never segments  l ike an entire egg, but 
l ike a part of an egg - -  i. e., in a manner  either indent ica l  
with or near ly  similar to that which it would have fol lowed 
i f  forming part  of an entire egg. E i ther  case, however,  
may result  in the format ion of a per fect  pit id ium of dimi- 
nished size. 
In order to appreciate the force of these facts it is necessary 
to bear in mind the extremely definite and constant character of the 
spiral type of cleavage, and the definite relations that have 
been established, in all examples of this type that have been ade- 
quately studied, between the blastomeres and the corresponding 
regions of the larval body to which they give rise. It is therefore 
of importance to describe some of the minuter details of cleavage in 
the egg-fragments and isolated blastomeres. 
a. Cleavage of Egg- f ragments .  
The fragments obtained by sectioning the individual eggs may 
be grouped in three classes according as the plan of section is (1) 
horizontal, (2) vertical, or (3) oblique, with reference to the egg-axis. 
Fragments of the first group may belong either to the upper or the 
lower hemisphere, or, if larger than a hemisphere, may include a 
part of both. Those of the second and third grohps usually include 
part of both hemispheres. Whatever be the plane of section, the 
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fragment quickly rounds out and within twenty or thirty minutes 
becomes nearly o1" quite spherical. As might be expected, the clea- 
vage of the fragments is more variable than that of entire eggs, 
and in general the smaller the fragments the greater the variability. 
The blastomeres into which they divide show a greater tendency to 
shift their position - -  for instance, a cross-furrow is more commonly 
formed at the 4-cell stage, and the four cells often do not lie 
exactly in the same plane - -  and the size-relations of the blasto- 
meres are more variable. Such variations often lead to cleavage- 
forms that cannot be very accurately compared either with a whole 
Fig. 3. 
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Diagram showing planes of section for l~ter figures. 
cleavage or with the fractional cleavage. I had not time adequately 
to test by isolation-experiments the developmental capacity of these 
forms; but there is reason to believe that some of these irregular 
forms may produce normally formed dwarf larvae. It is hardly 
necessary to add that a certain proportion of the fragments egment 
quite irregularly and sooner or later die without producing an embryo, 
some divide at once into three, four or more (dispermy or polyspermy) 
and some do not segment at all. 
The variations observed are naturally to be expected in view of 
the changed conditions of surface-tension i  the segmenting frag- 
ments; nevertheless a large proportion of the fl'agments segment 
precisely like whole eggs of diminished size. This fact has been 
placed beyond all doubt both by continuous observations of the 
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living fragments (in many cases afterwards isolated and reared to 
the pilidium), and by control studies of fixed and stained prepara- 
tions. In general the form and order of the cleavages is most typi- 
cally shown by the larger fragments (e. g., Fig'. 4 A--E, Fig. 8 F- -H) ,  
F ig .  4. 
,4 B C 
D E 
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Cleavage of fertilized Egg-fragments (x  300). A--.E Typical whole cleavage, fl'om 4 to 32 cells of 
fragment from lower hemisphere, hor i zonta l  sec t ion  viewed, from lower polo (section a--b, 
Fig. 3 A). ~, H Typical S-cell stages of two fragments from the same egg, e b l i q u e s e c t i e n (s--f, 
Fig. 3 A); G non-nucleated half, from lower pole, H nucleated half from the side. F 8-cell stage of 
fragment from upper half  (section i--j, :Fig. 3 A) fl'om lower pole, with ~bnorm~lly small b~sal quartet. 
I Typical 16-celi stage of the non-nucleated fragmen'~ fl'om the same egg~ from lower pole. 
down to about one fourth the bulk of the entire egg. Below this 
limit the typical form is often shown in the first three or four clea- 
vages (e. g. Fig. 5 D---G), but is often afterwards more o1" less modi- 
fied. Above this limit the cleavage may coincide with that of an 
entire egg' in every detail of direction, rhythm and relative sizes of 
the cells, certainly as far as the 32-cell stage, and probably much 
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beyond this. Fragments containing the egg-nucleus form the polar 
bodies, which are as large as in an entire egg, in normal fashion; 
and continuous observation of the fragments after fertilization shows 
that they form at the same point (i. e., upon the peripheral clear 
area remaining" after the germinal vesicle fades) as if the entire 
egg were present. Since the cleavage-planes have the same relation 
to the polar bodies as in an entire egg it follows with great proba- 
bility that the nuc leated  f ragments  reta in  the i r  or ig ina l  
polarity.  Whether this is also true of the non-nucleated fragments 
could not be positively determined, owing to the absence of land- 
marks; but it is probable that such is the case in the light of 
BovEm'S observations ('01, 2) which prove that in sea-urchin eggs 
the nucleus may wander to any position after maturation without 
changing the egg-polarity. 
In both nucleated and enucleated fragments, even if very small, 
the first cleavage-furrow first appears, as in an entire egg, on the 
upper side and continues deeper on this side until the division is 
nearly completed; the same is true of the second cleavage. These 
two divisions, which intersect in the axis, divide the fragment into 
equal quadrants, the 4-cell stage being an exact miniature of an 
entire embryo of the corresponding stage excepting, as stated above, 
that a cross-furrow is more frequent (Figs. 6, 5). After formation 
of the primary quadrants the first quartet of ,>mieromeres<< forms in 
typical fashion by a dexiotropic cleavage. The fourth cleavage, 
leiotropic in all of the cells, is of highly characteristic form. As in 
the entire egg (Fig. 2, C, D), the cells of both the upper and the 
lower quartets divide slightly unequally, the basal cell in each 
quadrant producing a smaller cell (second quartet)towards the right, 
the upper producing a similar cell (1.1.) towards the left. Thus is 
formed a girdle of eight alternating cells of equal size encircling' 
the equatorial region of the embryo, below which lie the four larger 
basal cells, while above it are the still larger upper cells (Fig. 4 C,/, 
Fig. 5H, I). Whatever  be the size of the f ragment ,  down 
to a cer ta in  l imit  (about one e ighth  of the bulk of the 
ent i re egg), wether  it be nuc leated  at the beg inn ing  or 
not, and from whatever  region it be taken ,  it may divide 
exact ly  in the manner  descr ibed for the ent i re egg, all the 
b lastomeres having the normal a r rangement  and the correct  
proport ionate  volume. The same is true of the ensuing fifth 
cleavage, which shows certain features, especially in the rhythm of 
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division, that are of great importance for a comparison with the 
cleavage of isolated blastomeres. All of the divisions of this cleavage 
are dexiotropic; their form in each quadrant is as follows. The first 
cell to divide is usually the upper one, which divides some what 
unequally, the smaller cell lying towards the right and below (1.2). 
Fig. 5. 
/I B C 
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Cle~vege of fertilized Egg-fragments (X 300). A, B TypieM 4-cell stage, viewed from one pole, of 
nucleated and non-nucleated fragments tror~ v e r t i  c a 1 s e ct i  o n of the same egg (e--d, Fig. 3 A). 
C 8-cell.stage of the nucleated fragment, from the upper pole; the non-nucleated piece segmented 
exactly in the same way. D Typical 8-cen stage of small fragment from upper heraispher% hor i -  
zonta l  sect ion  (g--h~ Fig. 3A). ~ ~Nearly typical 8-cell stage from lower hemisphere, horizontal 
section (i--l, Fig. 3 A). ~ G Tyl)ical 4- and S-cell stages of very small non-nucleated fragment ob- 
tained by shaking, from lower pole; t~he smallest fragment observed showing typical who]e cleavage. 
J Corresponding 4-cell stuge of nucleated fragment. H, I (From preparations.) Typical 16-cell stages 
of small fr,~gments (probably non-m~leatsd), fYom the side. 
Iqext follows, as a rule, the basal cell, which divides slightly une- 
qually to form a micromere of the third quartet to the left and 
above, lqearly at the same time the cell 1.1. (corresponding in 
origin to the primary troehoblast of the annelid embryo) divides 
equally. The embryo thus attains a 28-cell (cf. Fig. 2.D)stage when 
a considerable pause occurs, the cel ls of the second quartet 
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being a lways  the las t  to divide. This last division is some- 
what unequal~ the larger cell lying above and to the left; and the 
32-cell stage is thus attained (Fig. 4 E). All this applies to the 
fragment as well as to the entire egg, the 32-celi stage being a 
duplicate in miniature of the entire egg. Special emphasis is laid 
on the lateness of the division of the cells of the second quartet, 
since, as will he shown beyond, the same is true of the cells corre- 
sponding to them in the cleavage of the 1/2- and 1/4-blastomeres, 
though in the former there are but two and in the latter but one 
of these cells. This detail removes every doubt that the cleavage 
of isolated blastomeres is really a partial and not a whole one. 
Beyond this point I have not endeavored to trace the cleavage of 
the fragment in detail; bat since these fragments produce closed 
blastulas of normal appearance, from which may arise dwarf pilidia, 
perfectly formed and proportioned, it is safe to assume that the 
typical mode of cleavage is followed to a much later stage than that 
described. 
These observations prove that in the eggs prior to maturation 
the cleavage-determining factors are either not yet definitely localized, 
or are capable of complete regulation so as to assume in the frag- 
ment a disposition identical with that of an entire egg. The only 
evidence that might be construed as pointing towards a pre-locali- 
zation of the cleavage-factors was given by a few cases of fragment,, 
obtained by cutting off the lower fourth or third of the egg. In these 
cases the basal quartet in the S-cell stage was considerably smaller 
than usual, as though a part of the material destined for these cells 
had been removed. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4 F but 
the vegetative (smaller) fragment from the same egg (Fig. 4 I) seg- 
mented exactly like a whole egg, which renders it doubtful whether 
such cases are really open to the interpretation apparently suggested 
by the behavior of the upper fragment. It should be recalled, too, 
that the relative size of the upper and lower quartets at the S-cell 
stage varies perceptibly, not only in the fragments bug also in the 
entire eggs (as may be determined with certainty in total prepara- 
tions); and since fragments from either the vegetative or animal 
hemisphere, obtained by transverse section, may segment in quite 
typical fashion the cases in question may be casual variations, and 
at most indicate only a slight degree of localization. The latter 
possibility will be discussed beyond. 
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b. Cleavage of isolated blastomeres. 
The cleavage of isolated blastomeres i of two types, connected 
by transitional forms, both of which differ totally from that of the 
egg-fragments, and one of wbich is in every  essent ia l  point 
ident ica l  with the form it would  have  had i f  the miss ing 
port ion of the egg were present. Since the latter type is by 
far the more frequent it may be described first and taken as a 
standard of comparison. 
The 1/2 b lastomere  rounds off as perfectly as an egg-fragment 
of the same size and in external appearance is quite indistinguishable 
'from the latter (Fig. 6 A). The first division is equal, and passes 
near or through the point where the polar bodies lie, so that the 
2-cell stage is still indistinguishable from that of an egg-fragment 
(Fig. 6 B). The second division immediately reveals the wide diffe- 
rence between the two, for it does not pass through the egg-axis 
but nearly at right angles to it, and in such a way as to form two 
slightly larger cells above, which are displaced towards the left in 
typical fashion, the cleavage being" obviously dexiotropie in direction 
(Fig. 6 C). The 4-cell stage is therefore in no manner a half-sized 
miniature of that of an entire egg, but is identical with a half 
8-cell stage, except for the slight difference of form caused by the 
complete rounding out of the cells. Even this difference, in typical 
cases, nearly disappears during the ensuing cleavage, the 8-cell 
(2-cell) stage forming a cup more or less widely open on one side. 
The third cleavage is in every essential respect identical with that 
which occurs in half an entire egg: as is sufficiently shown by the 
figures without further description. The ~-cell  stage (Fig. 6 D, E) 
consists of two basal cells, two slightly larger upper ceils, and a 
half girdle composed of four smaller cells of equal size, two of which 
represent half of the second quartet, and two half of the ~1.1~ group. 
The transition to the 16-celt (~-cell) stage is of especial interest, 
since it shows in the clearest manner that the embryo is dividing 
as if composed of two quadrants of entire egg, in each of which 
the cleavages how complete agreement with the cleavage of such 
quadrants in direction, size-relation and even in rhythm. It is unne- 
cessary therefore to repeat he description given above of the normal 
quadrant; I will only emphasize the fact that just as in the entire 
egg" the four cells of the second quartet are always last to divide, 
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so here the two cells representing this half-quartet are also retarded 
in the same degree. 
The embryo of 16 cells (Fig. 6 F) is accurately a half 32-cell 
stage in the form and arrangement of the blastomeres~ and is also 
Fig. 6. 
r 
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1/2-blastomeres (x  300). A--D Typical half-cleavage to ~6-cell'stage; A blasto- Cleavage of isolated 
mere with polar he(lies, 20 minutes after operation. N~ F Another specimen, ~-- and -stages. 
G--I Cleavage of plats-form, viewe(l from the concave (inner} side. This embryo gastrulated and 
1)re~luced an asymmetrical pili(lium. 
pretty accurately a half blastula. As the cleavage advances the 
large opening at the side (Fig. 7 C, D) begins to close up and the 
embryo gradually becomes a closed blastula of half size, apparently 
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in the same way as DRIESCH has described in the echinoderm- 
embryo. From such blastulae symmetrical gastrulac and pilidia may 
arise. There is however great variability in the period of closure. 
In some cases the blastomeres shift after the third division so as to 
increase the size of the opening; and in this way arise curved or 
even nearly fiat plates~ a single cell in thickness (Fig. 6 G--I). In 
such eases the division-planes hift their normal position more or 
Fig. 7. 
9 
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(x  300.) A 4-cell stage of isolated l/2-blastomere, arising from a 2--cell stage exactly like Fig. U~ B; 
)>closed form<~ arising by shifting of the cells. B 8-cell stage of the same; this embryo shewed no 
lateral gap and developed into a closea_ blastula. C, /) Opea blastulas arising from the typical half- 
cleavage of isolated 1/2-blastomeres. E, .F Cleavage of a fragment of a fertilized egg from a verticnl 
section (c--d~ Fig. 3 A) after formation of both polnr bodies. 
less widely, so that it is often difficult, if not impossible, to compare 
the cells individually with those of the typical half-forms. I confess 
I was not prepared to find that such plate-forms may produce an 
embryo; yet such is the case: the edges of the plate ultimately 
bending inward and thus finally producing a blastula, which, though 
often irregular in outline, may invaginate to form ~ gastrula and 
may even produce a larva which though often distorted is unques- 
tionable a pilidium. Unfortunately I am not able to state whether 
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such pilidia are ever entirely normal. Mr. SUTTON succeeded however 
in causing entire eggs to segment as flat plates, by incubating them 
at a slightlyhigher temperature than the normal; and in at least 
one such case a perfectly normal pilidium was produced. It is 
therefore probable that the same is possible in the case of the 
~/2-plate forms. 
The second and rarer type of cleavage referred to above forms 
the opposite extreme to the plate-forms just described, in that the 
blastomeres very early shift their position, even during the second 
division, so as to close more or less completely the gap that is 
ordinarily present. From such forms arise c losed blastulae, similar 
in general appearance to those arising from egg-fragments, and later, 
normally formed larvae; but the form of cleavage in the earlier 
stages at least, is wholly different from that of egg-fragments, 
though I have not followed it in detail beyond the 8-cell stage. 
4 A typical case is shown in Fig'. 7 A, B, which arose from a y-cel l  
stage 'precisely like Fig. 6 B. The 4-cell stage (Fig. 7 A) consists 
of two smaller basal cells and two somewhat larger upper ones 
8 (as in a y-ce l l  form), separated, as the figure shows, by dexiotropic 
cleavage-planes; but the two pairs so shift as to lie at right angles, 
forming a ~cross-form<< similar to that of a double-fertilized egg. 
The third (virtual fourth) cleavages are all leiotropic; but, as 
Fig. 7 B, shows, the 8-cell stage is not in origin composed of a 
basal and an upper quartet, but represents the same cells as those 
of a typical half-16 cell stage so shifted as to leave no lateral gap 
(compare Figs. 7 B and 6 D, E). Such forms appear to be connected 
by intermediate conditions with the typical half-cleavage. 
The 1/4 blastomel;e undergoes a fractional cleavage analogous 
to that characteristic of the 1/2-blastomere; but, as might be expec- 
ted, is more variable and gives rise to a much larger proportion of 
abnormal forms, and even in the best cases the larvae were never 
in every respect normal. The typical cleavage is shown in Fig. 8 
A--D. The first cleavage is always transverse, separating a larger 
upper cell (8 A, B) from a slightly smaller lower one (the difference 
in size is sometimes barely perceptible). The second cleavage is 
leiotropic, producing a 4-cell stage that in every case seen was 
accurately a quarter 16-cell stage (8 C). The third cleavages are 
all dexiotropic; and here, too, it is always the cell representing one 
member of the.second quartet that is last to divide (Fig. 8 D, E). 
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The ~--cell stage shows essentially the same arrangement and pro- 
portions of the cells as in a single quadrant of a normal embryo 
(of. Fig. 6 E); but the cells have already curved around so as to 
leave only a relatively small opening which in later, stages closes 
completely, apparently at a much earlier stage than is the case with 
half-embryos, 
Fig. 8. 
..4 B -" o E L) 
Cleavage (~f isolated V4-h]astomeres, compared with that of an egg-fragment of nearly the same size 
(x  300). A -ceil stags, witix 1)oiar bodies. B--E  sister-bI,~stomore of A~ successively il~ She ~--, 
16 28 32 
4"~ 4-" and 4--stages;  D and E show the belated division of the single member of the secvud 
quar~,et (2). I ~-ce l l  stage of pla~e-fonn. F - -H  Cleavage of ~'er~ilized egg-fragmen~ t)ldcally like 
au entire egg~ 4- to i6-cell stage~, from the ]owt.r pole. 
Like the ~/2 blastomeres, the fourths in some cases undergo still 
earlier shiftiu~ of the cells so as to leave no opening from the be- 
ginning; while plate-forms (Fig. 8 I), analogous to those described 
above~ are much more frequent han in the half-development. The 
plate-forms also may produce pilidia-like larvae, with archenteron 
and long apical flagellum, but these larvae as far as observed were 
always strongly asymmetrical nd otherwise abnormal. Many of the 
quarter-blastulae, indeed~ wholly fail to gastrulate; 
Arehiv f. EntwickelungsmechaDik. XVI. 9.9 
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e. C leavage of F ragments  of fert i l ized Eggs obta ined 
subsequent  to Maturation. 
The fact that an isolated 1/2-blastomere cleaves as a half while 
an egg-fragment obtained by vertical section cleaves as a whole 
proves that the cleavage-determining factors become definitely esta- 
blished at some time during the period between the beginning of 
maturation and the completion of the first cleavage. Unfortunately 
I did not appreciate the importance of examining fragments of fer- 
tilized eggs obtained by vertical section at different imes during this 
period until it was too late to make an adequate study of the matter; 
and furthermore, the eggs are at this period more difficult to operate 
than in earlier stages owing to the more fluid condition of the proto- 
plasm. I have therefore only twelve cases to report, four of which 
were cut after the formation of one polar body, and eight after both 
polar bodies were formed. Of the first four, three segmented like 
fragments of the earlier stages and-one failed to develop. Of the 
remaining eight, five segmented, four in the usual manner. The fifth 
divided in a somewhat interesting" way, first dividing by an equa-  
tor ia l  cleavage into slightly unequal parts, and then equally by a 
vertical cleavage as shown in Fig. 7 E, F. This stage is almost 
identical with the 4-cell stage of a 1/2-blastomere (el. Fig. 6 C), but 
the usual sequence of the division-planes is reversed. The later 
cleavage was not followed in detail, but a closed and apparent nor- 
mal blastula was produced. 
Little weight can be given to a single case; but it seems worth 
recording as indicating the probability that the cleavage-factors are 
changing during this period. The desirability of making further 
careful studies of fragments obtained during this period is obvious. 
d. The Larvae ar is ing from Egg-fragme.nts and i so lated 
Blastomeres.  
A precise comparison of dwarf larvae arising fi'om egg-fragments 
and from isolated blastomeres, with each other and with those aris- 
ing from entire eggs, is rendered difficult owing to the comparatively 
large number of more or less abnormal forms among both classes. 
A full account of this matter is therefore for the present reserved, 
and I shall here only record a few of the more striking facts ob- 
served. Thus far I bave not observed any constant or characteristic 
difference between the two forms of dwarfs. In general, the smaller 
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the larvae the greater the proportion of abnormalities; and no entirely 
normal larvae were obtained fl'om fragments maller than about one- 
fourth the volume of the egg, which agrees with DRIESCI3['S results 
on echinoderm eggs. The smallest normally formed pilidium obtained 
Fig. 9. 
B C 
' _ /~  ~. .~/o  ~ ~ f~ " 
(All the figures from living larvae of approximately the same age, slightly stupefied with chloral 
hydrate and drawn with camera ; enlarged 200 diameters.) A NormM pilidium of 72 hours, from entire 
egg. B, C Twin pilidia from isolated 1/2-blastomeres of one egg. /), E Dwarf  pilidia from isolated 
1/4-blastomeres. F Dwarf  from egg-fragment, of about 1/'~ normal size. G The same as D, showing 
outlines of ectoderm-cells. H Dwarf  from 1/s-blastomere, showing ectoderm-cells. I Group of ecto- 
derm-cells from normal full-sized pilidium. J ,  1( Similar groups from dwarfs slightly larger than 
one hal f  the normal size, from egg-fragments. 
from an egg-fraffment is shown in Fig. 9 F. Even those of this size 
are often malformed, or defective, lacking the ciliated lappets or the 
apical organ (Fig. 9 E), or showing a lack of the_proper proportions. 
Larvae smaller than one fourth often fail to invag'inate and develop 
into very active blastulae which recall the >,Dauerblastulac<< observed 
29* 
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in the echinoderm dwarfs but sometimes possess a long apical fla- 
gellum. The larvae derived from both the 1/2-and the 1/4-'blasto- 
meres are often asymmetrical, and an especially common abnormality 
is a displacement of the apical organ towards the anterior and, as 
shown in Fig. 9 D, often much more marked than in the figure. 
This is more or tess marked in all the larvae from 1/4-blastomeres 
that I have seen, bat is much less frequent in the larvae of corre- 
sponding size from egg-fragments, which are often of nearly or quite 
normal appearance (Fig. 9 B, C). In larvae from 1/2-blastomeres it 
sometimes occurs, but is relatively rare. The archenteron, also, is 
often abnormally formed, and displaced towards the posterior end, 
more commonly in the 1/4-larvae. Since both these abnormalities arc 
much more frequent in larvae from isolated blastomeres than in those 
from egg-frag'ments~ they are probably due in many cases to distur- 
bances caused by the closing-in of the open blastulae to which the 
isolated blastomeres given rise; and this is the more probable from 
the fact that they are so frequent as to be the general rule in the 
),plate-forms,~ described above. 
A special abnormality of considerable interest, is the formation 
of two or more widely separated flagella (I have observed as many 
as five) in larvae arising from fragments from the vegetative half of 
the egg (Fig. 10 E, F). The production of two or more flagella side 
by side is a common occurrence even in the normal larvae (eft 
Fig. 9 B); but in the latter ease they are always borne upon or very 
near the single apical plate. In the abnormal eases in question they 
are widely separated and often seem not to be connected with any 
ganglion at the base. These cases are important in their bearing 
on the question of germinal ocalization. Separated multiple flagella 
were never observed in larvae from fragments of the animal hemi- 
sphere, or those from isolated blastomeres, but only in those from 
vegetative fragments. It is therefore possible that even in the un- 
segmented egg before maturation the protoplasm near the animal pole 
has already in a measure undergone a specific change that ultimately 
involves the formation of the apical organ; and the appearance of 
several separated flagella may be due to an incomplete restoration 
of the typical condition. To determine this point will however re- 
quire more accurate further studies. 
A very important point which also demands fm'ther study is a 
comparison of the number and size of the cells in whole larvae and 
in those arising from fragments or isolated blastomeres. Since the 
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isolated blastomere segments as a fraction and the egg-fragment as 
a whole it might be expected that the cells in larvae arising from 
the former would be as large as those of a whole embryo, and those 
of a larvae arising from a fragment proportionately smaller. Such 
however appears not to be the case. The mesenchyme-cells appear 
to be of approximately the same size in all the larvae (cf. Figs. 9 
A, B, C, D, 10 D); though the data are not very satisfactory owing 
Fiff. 10. 
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Larvae from egg-fragments (>-~ 200). A Larva from upper hemisphere, not clnite normal. B Iqormal 
larva ~u lower hemisphere of the same egg (section k--l, Fig. 3B). C Larva from llpper hemisphere 
(section m---m, ~ig. 3 B). J9 Larva of half size~ to show mesenehyme-cells (cs ~ig. 9 B, 6'). ~3 Ab- 
normal larva from lower hemisphere with multiple flagella; the larva from the upper hemisphere of 
the same egg h~d no apical organ (section 0--29, Fig. 8 2~). F Abnormal arva with two flagella from 
egg from which the animal pole tlad been removed (section q--r, Fig. S .B). 
to the variations in size of these cells in all the forms. More trust- 
worthy data are afforded by the eetoblast cells of the praetrochal 
region of the larva, which form a conspicuous epithelium in which 
both the cell-boundaries and the nuclei are often so clearly visible 
in the living larvae that they may be drawn with a camera. Here 
too the data are not above criticism, since the cells vary consider- 
ably in size according to the thickness of the wall and the state of 
contraction; and furthermore the vacuolation of the cells and the 
presence of underlying mesenehyme-cel]s, introdtice misleading fac- 
tors. lqeverthcless~ after ha~/ing studied and sketched with the camera 
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the cells of many larvae I can state pretty positively that, allowing 
for all variations, the average size of the cells in larvae of all sizes 
is approximately the same (el. Figs. 9 G--K), and that their number 
is at least roughly, directly proportional to the total body-size. This 
result is based mainly on examination of the living larvae, but is 
confirmed by a study of total preparations; though in the latter the 
cell--boundaries do not show as distinctly as in the living larvae, so 
float only here and there eau a cell be accurately drawn. While I 
do not consider these observations as conclusive, and expressly state 
that the subject requires further study, the facts as far as determined 
indicate that the size of the cells tends to conform to a definite norm 
that does not vary much with the total size of the body. 
III. The Development of Blastula-fragments. 
Since DRinscrI ('96, 2) has shown that fi-agments of blastulae in 
the sea-urchin may produce perfect larvae I turned with great interest 
to the examination of the question in the nemertine in order to as- 
certain whether in this (apparently) more specialized cleavage the 
blastulae give evidence of greater localization of the formative fac- 
tors. The results clearly indicate that such is the case; though even 
here nearly normal larvae may arise from such fragments. 
Comparatively few successful operations were obtained, since 
the blastulae frequently burst during or after sectioning. About 
thirty cases however were successfully cut with the scalpel at the 
age of 12--24 hrs. (128 + cells). The orientation is somewhat diffi- 
cult, but may usually be determined with a fair degree of accuracy 
by the position of the polar bodies, which are often still visible at 
this time, and by the symmetrical prominence produced at-the lower 
pole by the bulging of the basal quartet at the time of division. The 
results, though somewhat meagre, are of great interest in comparison 
with the foregoing. 
When the blastula is cut horizontally at or near the equator 
both halves may produce pilidia, but they are never of entirely nor- 
mal appearance and often show certain characteristic defects. In 
nearly every case the larva produced from the lower  hemi-  
sphere tota l ly  lacks an apical organ, while this structure is 
always present in the larva from the upper hemisphere. No less 
significant is the fact that the two larvae differ widely, as a rule, 
in the size of the archenteron, which is re la t ive ly  of far g reater  
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re lat ive size in the vegetat ive larva. Fig. 11 A, B is a typical 
case of the kind. Neither larva is quite normally formed, the eili- 
ated lappets being undeveloped in both. The animal larva (11 A) 
which is somewhat he larger, has a typical apical organ and an 
abnormally small gut. The vegetative larva (11 B) is entirely devoid 
of an apical organ and has an abnormally large gut, that nearly 
Fig. 11. 
-4 / /  / Z) 
Larvae from blastlila-fragments. A Larva from uprer hemisphere (section s--t, "Fig. 3 ~)~ with apical 
organ and small archenteron. /~ Larva produced from ~he lower hemisphere of the same btastn]a ; 
no apical organ, abnormally large arehenteron. C Larva from lower hemisphere (section m-~n~ Fig. 3 ~), 
normally formed but devoid of apical organ; its fellow died. /) Asymmetrical larva, from vertical 
section (section u--v, Fig. 3 B). /~, F Twin larvae from the same blastula, strongly asymmetrical; 
plane of section not accurately determined, probably vertical or oblique. G Normally formed larvae 
of about one fourth the full size s piano uncertain; the twin larva was similar and also possessed aa 
apical organ but had a larger archenterom H Anenteric larva from small fragment. The other 
fragment produced a larva having an archenteron~ bat no apical organ or ciliated lappets. 
fills the cleavage-cavity. This larva, which arose from less than a 
hemisphere, is very abnormal, but in cases where it arises from a 
larger piece it may become perfectly formed though still lacking the 
apical organ. The best case of this kind observed is shown in 
Fig. 11 C, which shows the characteristic form of the lappets and 
gut, though the latter is, as usual, abnormally large. Despite the 
entire absense of the apical organ this larva swam in a perfectly 
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normal manner until the end of the fourth day, when it was much 
larger than the figure, with the lappets further developed. The ani- 
mal larva from the same blastula failed to invaginate, but showed 
a dark granular mass at one end (exogastrie archenteron?); it pos- 
sessed a well developed apical organ with two flagella. In several 
cases where only the lower fourth of the blastula was cut away, a 
normally formed pilidium was produced with an abnormally small 
guf. When the blastula is cut vertically or obliquely the fragments 
give rise to strongly asymmetrical larvae, each of which as a rule 
develops an apical organ and a closed arehenteron; but the former 
is situated at one end of the somewhat elongate body, while the 
arehenteron is strongly bent towards the same end (Figs. 11 D, E, F). 
These larvae never became symmetrical but died after a few days 
without much further change. In several instances asymmetrical 
larvae of this type were obtained after what I suppose.d to be hori- 
zontal section; and in at least three such eases both halves, the 
~vegetative<< as well as the ,animal% produced apical ganglia and 
flagella. In view of the fact that larvae from the vegetative half so 
often lack the apical organ I think it not improbable that the cases 
in question were in fact derived from more or less o.blique section, 
the plane having been incorrectly determined. In addition to the 
above cases a few pilidia were obtained from blastula-fragments that 
were very nearly of normal appearance (Fig. 11 G); but the plan e 
of section was undetermined. Larvae from small fragments in several 
instances failed to produce an arehenteron~ though some of them 
formed an apical organ (Fig. 11 H). Such larvae are closely similar 
to the >~Dauerblastulae<, arising from small egg-fragments. 
The foregoing data are incomplete, and the need of a more 
thorough study is obvious. They are enough to show, however, that 
while the blastula still possesses a considerable power of regulation, 
shown in the closure of the wound and the formation in some cases 
of a nearly normally formed larva, the regulative capacity, so con- 
spicuous in the earlier stages, has undergone considerable imitations. 
The extent and character of these limitations can only be determined 
by further study. Some of them may be of a purely mechanical 
nature. Such an explanation may be sufficient to account for the 
frequent asymmetry of the larvae; and even the usual failure of the 
vegetative larvae to produce so highly specialized a structure as the 
apical organ may be due to mechanical disturbances connected with 
the closing-in of the cells at the upper pole. On the other hand, 
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the greater size of the arehenteron i  the vegetative larvae, and 
its abnormally small size in larvae arising after removal of only a 
small portion of the vegetative hemisphere, leave no doubt that 
at this period a definite tendency has been established towards the 
differentiation of the cells into ectoblast and entoblast; though the 
fact that both hemispheres may gastrulate and produce larvae indi- 
cates that this tendency falls short of complete specification. In 
regard to the apical organ the same conclusion probably holds 
good; but owing to some uncertainty regarding, the plane of section 
in some of the experiments I do not feel sure that this structure 
is never produced fl'om fragments of the lower hemisphere. To 
what extent specification of the cells has advanced can probably be 
determined by a comparison with the development of the separated 
upper and lower quartets of the 8-cell stage, such as DR~SCl~ (1900) 
has made in the sea-urchin, and by tracing the cell-lineage of the 
blastula-fragments. 
IV. Summary. 
1) The egg passes through two critical periods. The first occurs 
when the wall of the germinal vesicle fades, after which fragments 
from every part of the egg are capable of fertilization and develop- 
ment. The second occurs at the time of fertilization, when enucleated 
fragments are no longer capable of fertilization. 
2) After the first critical period is passed, fragments from any 
part of the egg, whether nucleated o1" not, may be fertilized, may 
segment like whole eggs, and if of sufficient size may produce nor- 
mally formed dwarf pilidia. The lower limit of size for the pro- 
duction of a perfect pilidium is about one fourth the volume of the 
entire egg. The mlcleated fragments certainly, and the enueleated 
fragments probably, retain their original polarity. 
3) Isolated blastomeres of the 2- or 4-cell stage segment not as 
wholes but typically as if the missing blastomeres were present, 
though the form of division may be more or less widely modified 
by shifting of the cells during or after division. They give rise, as 
a rule, to blastulas more or less widely open at one side, or in ex- 
treme cases to nearly fiat plates; but all these forms may produce 
pilidia, of which those from the cup-shaped open blastulas may be 
normally formed, while those from the plate-ibrms are usually (al- 
ways?) asymmetrical. 
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4) Fragments of whole blastulas may produce dwarf pilidia 
nearly normally formed, but the larvae are usually asymmetrical or 
defective. Fragments fl'om the animal hemisphere always possesses 
the apical organ, but the archenteron is often (always ?) of relatively 
diminished size. Fragments from the vegetative hemisphere frequently 
(always ?) lack the apical ganglion and flagellum, and the archentcron 
is usually (always?) abnormally large. 
5) The ectoderm-cells of the prae-troehal region are of approxi- 
mately the same size in all the larvae, whether normal, derived from 
egg-fragments, or from isolated blastomeres. The same appears to 
be true of the mesenehyme-eells. The number and not the size of 
the cells therefore appears to be proportional to the size of the larva. 
V, Discussion, 
The foregoing observations show conclusively that in the nemer- 
fine egg, which shows a determinate, mosaic-like type of cleavage 
hardly less conspicuous than in the annelid or mollusk, the cleavage 
factors in the unmatured egg are either not yet definitely localized, 
or at most are far less firmly fixed than in the period following the 
first cleavage. This fact has so direct and important a bearing on 
the problem of germinal ocalization and its relation to the cleavage- 
process, as to justify a somewhat detailed consideration of this pro- 
blem, despite its frequent discussion in recent years. The general 
conclusions which I have reached by experiment agree closely with 
those of investigators who have been led by cytological studies to 
recognize the high importance of movements of the cytoplasmic 
materials as a factor in localization. Foremost in interest and im- 
portance of the more recent studies in this direction are those of 
LILLIE and CO~KLIN~ referred to beyond. Both these authors have 
reviewed in considerable detail the literature of the subject; but I 
shall not hesitate in my discussion to go" over some of the same 
ground wherever it may serve to place the experimental results in 
a clearer light. 
Almost every recent investigator of cleavage and early deve- 
lopment, whether working" by experimental methods or by the obser- 
vation of the normal cell-lineage, has reached the conclusion that 
the immediate factors by which the form of cleavage and the pro- 
cesses of localization and differentiation are determined must be 
sought in the cytoplasmlc organization of the egg. Without review- 
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ing here the great array of evidence on which this result is based, 
I need only refer to the conclusive evidence in its favor, given by 
BovEt~fs and DRIESCH'S well-known hybridization experiments on 
sea-urchins, which show that the form of cleavage is determined by 
the egg and remains unaffected by the spermatozoon, and by DRIESCr~'S 
and MORGAN'S crucial experiment of rearing defective etenophore 
larvae from unsegmented eggs from which a portion of the cytoplasm 
had been removed without injuring the nucleus. The same con- 
clusion is given by the no less important investigations of Mo~GA~, 
following those of 0. SCHULTZE: on the production of either half or 
whole embryos from a single blastomere of the frog's egg according 
as the cytoplasmic materials had or had not undergone rearrangement 
through the action of gravity. It may further be taken as definitely 
established that although there is often a close and constant connec- 
tion in the normal development between the process of cleavage and 
that of localization and differentiation, this connection is not a 
necessary relation; for on the one hand, DRIESCH'S pressure- 
experiments and the like have proved that the form of cleavage 
may be widely altered without affecting the end-result, while on the 
other hand LILLIE'S recent remarkable xperiments ('02) on the eggs 
of annelids have proved that characteristic processes of differentiation 
may occur in the egg without cleavage - -  indeed we have long 
been familiar" with this fact in the existence of distinct polarity, 
bilateral symmetry and other differentiations in the egg before it 
has been fertilized or even laid (e. g. in the insects). Even in the 
mosaic-like spiral type of cleavage, which forces on our attention 
at every step the definite promorphological value of cleavage, the 
coincidence of the cleavage factors and those of differentiation is 
not a necessary condition of development; for my own pressure- 
experiments on Nereis ('95) have shown that here too the normal 
form may be widely altered without affecting the end-result, while 
the facts brought forward in the present paper show that in the 
nemertine both the egg-fragment and the isolated blastomere produce 
normally formed and complete dwarf larvae, though the former 
segments as a whole and the latter as a fraction. Yet it is impos- 
sible to avoid the conclusion that the definite and detailed parallelism 
observed between cleavage and localization in the normal develop- 
ment of so many animals is a fact of very high importance; for 
comparative studies in cell-lineage, especially in platodes, annelids 
and mollusks, have shown that every cell up to a late stage, has a 
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definite promorphologieal value, and the coincidence of the factors 
that determine the form of cleavage with those that determine locali- 
zation I) is s too precise and detailed to be a matter of chance. 
Accordingly, while the two problems with which we are dealing 
must not be confused, we may find it convenient at the outset o 
tre~t them provisionally as one, leaving" to subsequent consideration 
the relation between the loea!ization factors and those determining 
the forms of cleavage. 
The leading question suggested by the conclusion that the 
localizing factors are proximately to be sought in the cytoplasmic 
organization, is to what extent are they expressed in definite topo- 
graphical relations of the egg-materials at the beginning of develop- 
ment - -  i. e., to what extent can the principle of germinal loealiza 2
tion (,,0rganbildende K imbezirke,,)be applied to the unsegmented 
egg', and how far, on the other hand, may the specification of the 
embryonic regions be considered a progressive process that falls 
under the category of epigenctie phenomena ? No very definite or 
consistent answer to this question has thus far been found. For 
the echinoderm-egg both DmESCH and BOVERI have adopted the 
view that we need assume at the beginning of development only a 
relatively simple degree of localization in the egg-cytoplasm. ),Sehr 
einfaeh muss die 0rganisation des Plasmas wegen des aquipoten- 
tiellen Charakters des abgefurchten Keimes sein: eine komplicirte 
0rganisation, deren Theile man beliebig dureh einander wUrfeln oder 
vermindern kann, und die doch immer das Gauze wieder herstellt~ 
ist undenkbar, (DRIESCH, '99, p. 733). The primary essential organi- 
zation to which DRIESCtt definitely commits himself includes in fact 
only polarity and bilaterality, both of which he considers referable 
to a polar-bilateral organization of the minute elements of which the 
protoplasm is assumed to be built. ,,So kSnnen wit denn dem El- 
plasma wohl eine durehgangige polar-bilaterale 0rientirung seiner 
Theilehen zuschreiben, die in jedem Abschnitt desselben gleicher- 
magen vorhanden ist, and bei StSrungen durch Umlagerung oder 
Entnahme sich (lurch in ibr selbst gelegene Faktoren wieder her- 
stellt<< ('99, p. 733; also in earlier papers). BOVERI, tOO, assumes 
only a relative simplicity in the egg-organization, though his inter- 
pretation differs widely from that of DaIESCH. )>Dem Protoplasma 
des Seeigel-Eies mSehte ieh an Differenzirungsmomenten nur die 
2) See especially LiIm~E's uggestive paper on Adaptation i  Cleavage, '99. 
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allerersten und einfachsten znschreiben; die Polarit~t, die Bilatera- 
liter hangen yon seiner Anordnung ab . . . .  Die Struktur des Ei- 
plasmas besorgt, wenn ich so sagen duff, das rein ,Promorphologische', 
sie giebt die allgemeinste Grundform~, (BovERI, '02, p. 83). A number 
of authors, however, have recognized the probability that the organi- 
zation may, in the case of more specialized forms of cleavage, be 
of greater complexity than this; and further that the ~degree of 
organization~, at the beginning of development may vary in different 
cases~). Thus, DRIESCH admits the probability, in the case of such 
eggs as those of annelids and gasteropods, of the existence in addi- 
tion to the polar-bilateral character of the protoplasmic elements, of 
other prelocalized factors represented by a definite topogn'aphical 
-distribution of the cytoplasmic materials. ,,Dazn kommt bet vielen 
Eiern die Anwesenheit yon einigen verschiedenen nieht mischbaren 
Substanzen (die in einigen Fiillen merklieh verschiedenes specifisches 
Gewieht besitzen), wodurch schon w~hrend er Furchung die Zellen 
zu wesentlich verschiedenen prospektiven Bedeutnngen (Makro- und 
Mikromeren) pri~disponirt werden kSnnen, und eudlieh in Eiern 
muncher Thiere das Vorhandensein best immt loka l i s i r ter ,  
best immter Substanzen,  welche nothwendige Bez iehungen 
zu gewissen frtih fest anzu legenden Organen erkennen 
lassen; in welehem Grade solche Bauspeci f ica vorhanden 
s tud ,  ist jedesmal  dureh Beobachtung und Versuch zu er- 
mitteln~ ('96, 1, p. 87, Italics mine). ~Selbst wenn wir den yon 
uns geschilderten Eiern also einen m~iglichst einfachen Ban zu- 
sehreiben . . . .  mtissen wit also yon wirk l ich typisch kompl i -  
cirter loka l i s i r ter  0 rgan isat iou  des Eies reden, welche 
durchaus  in ihm pr~tformirt ist (op. eit. p. 97). A similar con- 
clusion is explicitly or implicitly contained in the writings of many 
others who have investigated the cleavage-phenomena of the mosaic- 
like types, especially in annelids and mollusks, but an examination 
of the literature shows that with one or two exceptions no very 
definite or connected attempt has been made to interpret the genesis 
of the proximate gg-organization as an epigenetic process2). 
t) Cf. especially, WInsoN, '92, '94, '95, '96, 1, '96, 2, DI~IESCIZ and MORGAN, 
r95, DRIESCtt, '96, 1, '99, CONKLI~, 197, FISCHEL, I98, LILLIE, '01. 
')) Without attempting a full review of the literature I may refer to the 
discussion of the earlier aspects of the subject given in the first ('96) and se- 
cond (1900) editions of my work on the Cell. The suggestion made by. M•aK, 
W•TASE and other earlier writers, that the proximate cytoplasmic organization 
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The comparison of egg-fragments and isolated blastomeres in 
Cerebratulus gives, I think, a crucial test in favor of such an inter- 
pretation, and when taken in connection especially with BOVERfS 
papers on the polarity of the egg in Strongylocent~vtus, with 
])RIESCH'S earlier observation on Myxostoma, nd the most recent 
work of LILLIE and CO~T~LIN on protoplasmic movements in molluscan 
eggs, naturally suggests a definite working hypothesis regarding the 
nature of cleavage and its relation to the general ocalizing process. 
(~. B. WILSON'S discovery that the egg-axis in this form coincides 
with the axis of attachment in the ovary proves that at least this 
pro-morphological feature is predetermined from a very early period, 
and my experiments, indicate that the polarity thus determined is not 
changed either in the egg-fragment or in the isolated blastomere. 
It is entirely possible that this may also be true of some other 
characters (e. g., bilaterality). But my experiments also demonstrate 
that in respect o other characters the various areas of the unseg- 
mented egg are equipotent as regards both to the cleavage-factors 
and the localizing factors; for a fragment from any region, produced 
by section in any plane, may if of sufficient size segment and develop 
precisely like an entire egg. By the time the first cleavage has 
occured a great change has taken place. The two halves of the egg 
are still equipotent as far as the production of a typical larva is 
concerned, but the cleavage factors have now, independently of the 
shape of the piece, become so definitely localized as to fix the form 
of cleavage for many subsequent cell-generations and to determine 
the formation of a half instead of a whole blastula. By the blastula- 
stage the localizing process has advanced still further, so that sym- 
metrical larvae are but rarely produced from the fragments, and 
even they usually show characteristic defects such as the absence of 
an apical organ in the vegetative larvae, or the abnormally small 
size of the archenteron in the animal larvae. I think these facts 
open to but one interpretation, amely, that the spec i f icat ion of 
the germinal  regions of the egg is a progress ive  process  
and further, one in which the process of cleavage plays some definite 
r61e; and to this extent they support the contention that I made 
long ago (certainly .on insufficient grounds) that ~the ontogeny 
arises by a progressive (epigenetic) process, is accepted by ]:)RIESeH in the 
,Analytische Theorier ('95), more specifically applied in my brief paper ('96, 2) 
appended to CRAMrTO~'S work on Ilyanassa, and subsequently further elabor- 
ated by DRmscH in his paper on the Organization of the Egg ('96,1). 
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assumes more and more of the character of a mosaic-work as it 
goes forwards ('93, p. 610)1). 
Without raising the question of the primary determination of 
localization or the ultimate nature of the egg-organization, we may 
fairly inquire by what immediate process this progressive change is 
effccted. BOVERI, in his highly interesting papers on the polarity 
of the egg" in Strongylocentrotus ('01, 1 and 2) has shown that in 
this form the egg shows a distinct stratification of material, made 
visible by the presence of a superficial band of pigment encircling 
the egg below its equator and at right angles to the egg-axis. By 
the aid of this landmark he was able to show that the zones of the 
egg', and the cells that arise from them bear a definite prospective 
relation to the parts of the larva; and further, that when the egg is 
shaken to pieces the cleavage and development of the fragments 
varies in form according to what portions of the original regions are 
included in the iragment. He is thus able to establish the fact that 
even in the echinoderm-egg, which the experimental studies of 
DRIESCg have shown to possess o extraordinary a degree of plasti- 
city, the normal cleavage is a definitely ordered process having a 
distinct promorphologieal significance (though whether this holds true 
in such wonderful detail as in the case of annelids, gasteropods or 
lamellibranchs remains to be determined); and further that the 
cleavage-factors have a definite topographical arrangement before 
cleavage begins and one that undergoes readjustment only in a 
limited degree when the egg is broken to pieces. 
Ill BOVERI'S general interpretation of development the stratifica- 
tion of the egg, i. e., a definite distribution of specific materials, 
(probably far more complex than that made visible by the presence 
of the pigment-ring), is made responsible for the localization of the 
subsequent ontogenctic processes~ inc luding both the determina-  
tion of the c leavage-pat tern  and the local izat ion of d i f fe-  
rentiat ion. 9 Die Schiehtung des Eiplasmas zu mindestens drei 
differenten Zonen dUrfte in erster Linie d~rauf abzielen~ die ver- 
schiedene Qualiti~t der spi~teren Primitivorgane in einfacher Weise 
vorzubereiten . . . .  Es ist eine Vereinfachung der Entwickelung, 
wenn schon im Ei solche Sonderung verschiedener Substanzen ein- 
tritt, dass jedes Primitivorgan direkt gerade diejenigen erhi~lt, die 
t) Essentially the same conclusion is reached by FISC~EL ('98) as a result 
of his extended experiments on the ctenophore-egg. 
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ihm zur Ausbildung seiner weiteren Differenzirung am dienlichsten sind<< 
('01, 1, p. 161) . . . . . .  Ich habe friiher aus ein6r Vergleichung der 
Furchung bastardirter Eier mit der Furchung homospcrmer Eier der 
gleichen Species den Schluss gezogen, dass der gesetzmgBige V rlauf 
der. Furchung durch die Beschaffenheit des Eiplasmas bestimmt 
werde, ein Satz, den DRIESCH spater auf Grand tier gleichen und 
anderer Versuche, besonders einer wichtigen Experimente tiber die 
Fragmentfurchung bestatigt und weiter gestUtzt hat. Wit werden 
jetzt genauer sagen dUrfen, dass es die erkannte Schichtung des 
Eiplasmas ist, worauf die besondere Eigenthtimlichkeit der Furchung 
unserer Eier, speciell die Mikromerenbildung, beruht,, (1. c. p. 161). 
In DRIESCH'S latest paper (1902) the soundness of BOVERfS general 
conclusions - -  which indeed are nearly akin to the views developed 
in his own earlier paper on the Organization of the Egg ('96, 1) - -  
is admitted; though DRIESCH still holds to the hypothesis of an ~In- 
timstruktur~ that lies behind the stratification of the egg and is made 
responsible for the regulative processes occurring in the production 
of the whole embryos from egg-fragments or isolated blastomercs. 
The point to which I would direct especial attention, which is 
contained in BOVERfS second paper ('01, 2)~ is one not discussed by 
him in its broader bearings; though it is not to be supposed that 
so far-seeing an investigator should have failed to perceive the 
extreme importance of its bearing on the interpretation he has 
adopted. This is the fact that the visible s t ra t i f i ca t ion  of the 
egg does not exist unti l  after  the .process  of maturat ion  
has been completed. Prior to maturation the pigment is uniformly 
distributed about the periphery of the egg; only after the formation 
of both polar bodies does it collect to form the characteristic sub- 
equatorial band. ,Die Koncentration des Pigments auf eine ganz be- 
stimmte Zone setzt Ver~nderungen oder Verschiebungen im Proto- 
plasma voraus, die dessen Konstitution yon der Plasmaorganisation 
der Ovocyte verschieden machen, jedoch unter Beibehaltung der ur- 
sprUnglichen Polarit~t,< (1. c., p. 635). Here is a fact of capital 
importance wich gives, I believe, the explanation of the contrast 
I have described between the cleavage of egg-fragments and isolated 
blastomeres in Cerebratulu~, and reconciles the apparent conflict of 
my results with those obtained by DRIESCIt and BOVEI~I in echino- 
derm eggs, and by DRiESCH and MORGA~ in the ctenophore gg. 
If BOVERI is correct in the conclusion that the stratification of the 
egg is directly responsible for the general ]ocalization of differentia- 
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tion and the determination of the initial form of cleavage, it should 
follow that such localization (excepting the egg-polarity) has not yet 
been definitely effected before the stratification has been established - -
i. e., before maturation of the egg. The results of my experiments on 
Cerebratulus perfectly harmonize with this conclusion. In the l ight of 
BOVERI'S work it seems a h igh ly  probable conclusion that  
the contrast  in development between the f ragment  of an un- 
fert i l ized egg and an isolated b lastomere is owing to the fact 
that the former lacks a def in i t ive grouping of mater ia l  that 
the latter  has acquired during the period between the begin- 
ning of maturat ion  and the complet ion of the f irst cleavage. 
To what extent he above conclusion holds true must be deter- 
mined by further experimental studies on the development of egg- 
fragments, in other animals, and at different periods. The facts observed 
in the nemertine gg lead one to expect that in many, perhaps in 
all~ cases the egg-regions are in the beginning equipotent; and that 
fragments obtained before the establishment of the definitive strati- 
fication may segment and develop like whole eggs, as in the nemertine. 
Both in the sea-urchin and in the ctenophore, accordingly, it seems 
probable that egg-fragments of a sufficiently early period will show 
a whole development; and that those of a later period' will differ in 
development according to the plane of section, as BOVERI has shown 
to be the case in Strol~gylocentrotus (where maturation takes place in 
the ovary before discharge of the eggs). The observations of DELAGE 
On Dentalium and Lanice, though too scanty to give a positive result, 
indicate that the same conclusion is likely to apply to the annelid 
and mollusk. It is however probable that in some eases (such, for 
instance, as Myaostoma or Nereis) the stratification is partly or wholly 
accomplished at an earlier period than in the nemertinc. 
As regards the development of isolated blastomercs~ most forms 
thus far studied agree with the nemertine in showing a partial clea- 
vage, as if still forming part of a whole embryo - -  as is the sea- 
urchin (DRIESCII)~ the gasteropod and tunicate (CRAMPTON), the ctcno- 
phore (Dnmscg and MORgAn), and, as I am now able to add, in the 
annelid (Aricia). In Amphioxus, on the other hand, the isolated 
blastomere segments as a whole, though often showing features tran- 
sitional to a fl'aetional cleavage (Wmso~, '93)1). This means, I think, 
t) I have described this as occurring in rare cases, in the sea-urchin also 
(Toxopneustes). I now suspect the possibility that these cases may have been 
fragments of immatured ggs and not isolated blastomeres. 
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that owins to a greater l:egulative capacity, the cytoplasmic materials 
are still capable of rearrangement in the 2- or 4-cell stage; and that this 
is the true interpretation is supported by SCRULTZE'S and MORGAN'S 
observations on the formation of half-sized whole larvae from sihgle 
blastomcrcs of the 2-cell stage in the frog, when by inversion the cyto- 
plasmic contents are caused to rotate through the action of gravity 1). 
It  is an oft described and familiar fact that in many ~telole- 
cithal~ eggs the accumulation of deutoplasm in the lower hemisphere 
and of protoplasm in the upper, only takes place, or becomes 6vident~ 
at or subsequent o the period of maturation; and to this extent 
BOvEafS observations on the appearance of the stratification in the 
egg are nothing new. Their importance lies in the probabil ity that 
they establish of a progressive segregation not merely of the two 
classes of materials that we have distinguished as ,~nut-ritive<< and 
>>formative% but also of more specific substances not visible to the 
1) The conclusion that whole or partial development of an isolated blasto- 
mere depends upon the distribution of cytoplasmic materials was first, I believe, 
independently drawn by I~IO~C~A~ ('95) and Rovx ('95), though the former con- 
sidered it ,entirely a protoplasmic phenomenom% while the latter adopted the 
view that the cytoplasmic rearrangement acts indirectly by inciting- the activity 
of the nuclear ~reserve-idioplasm~,. 
The process by which the egg-fragment in Cerebratulus assumes the con- 
dition of equilibrium of an entire egg might be conceived either as one of 
regulation (such as DRIESCR still maintains to be the case in the egg-fragment 
of a sea-urchin that segments as a whole ['02, p. 525]), or as one forming a part 
of the regular cycle of changes through which any protoplasmic mass, whether 
a fragment or an entire egg, tends to run. Which of these views should be 
adopted depends on the evidence as to what degree of localization exists in 
ttle egg-regions before the definitive stratification is established. It is entirely 
possible that a certain degree of segregagtion of material exists before the 
completion of maturation, as is certainly the case in some forms (e. g., in My- 
aostoma, DRmSCH). It should be remembered, too, that my sections of unseg- 
mented eggs were for the most part performed after the germinal vesicle had 
faded, and hence at a time when the segregation of material is probably already 
under way. To this fact, possibly, may be attributed the slight evidence of 
localization that may be given by the occasional small size of the basal quartet 
when the lower part of the egg had been removed or the occasional appearance 
of multiple flagella after remov~I of the upper region. On these points my 
observations cannot be regarded as conclusive; for the anomalies in question 
may be due to other causes. They leave no donbt, however, that such regu- 
lation (if it be a regulation) is far more easily effected before the first cleavage 
than afterwards; and it is further certain, as COE ('99), and KOSTAlqECKI ('02) 
have described, and is confirmed by Mr. YATSU'S studies on the eggs of C. laeteus 
in my laboratory, that during and subsequent to the formation of the polar 
bodies in Cerebratul~s a very definite polarized segregation of material takes place. 
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eye or differentiated by our methods of fixation and staining. BOVERI 
indeed expressly indicates this conclusion in the statement hat the 
pigment-ring is ~nur eine Folge und gewissermaiten ein Symptom 
einer den ganzen PlasmakSrper durehsetzenden Schichtung,, (1. c., 
p. 161), and expresses the view that we may be quite certain of the 
existence of such a stratification in all. sea-urchin eggs having the 
same type of cleavage even when, in the absence of a pigment-ring, 
it remains absolutely invisible. 
The same conclusion is indicated by DRIESCtt'S earlier observa- 
tions on the egg of My~ostomct ('96, 1) which are no less significant 
than those of BovE~I in St~'ongyloce~#~vtus. Here a polarized group- 
ing of material exists in a measure before maturation, the egg con- 
sisting at first of two visibly different substances, a dark greenish 
material forming a thickening at the lower pole, the remainder of 
the egg consisting of a pale reddish-brown substance. During ma- 
turation the green material spreads out to form a cap, while the 
reddish area separates into an upper zone surrounding the animal 
pole and containing all of the reddish substance, and an equatorial 
clear zone. This process is evidently analogous to that occurring 
in the echinoderm-egg, but differs in the fact that the stratification 
has already been partially accomplished before maturation. 
In both these cases the rearrangement of material, as far as the 
existing evidence shows, appears to involve only a polar stratification; 
but clear evidence of other redistributions of material at this period 
have been brought forwards by a number of recent investigators. 
Of these observations the most accurate and extended arc those of 
CONKLIN ('98, '99~ '02) and LILLIE ('99, '01) which have demonstrated 
the occurrence in the molluscan egg', at or subsequent to the period 
of maturation, of definite movements of material that not only 
emphasize the po lar i ty  of the egg but also foreshadow the 
d i rect ion and form of the f irst c leavage and init iate the 
local izat ion of the morphogenie  processes  that  determine 
the axes and proport ions  of the larva. In the gasteropod 
(Crepidula) COXKLIN, after describing the evidence of definite move- 
merits at this period, is led to the significant conclusion that ,,De- 
finite movements of cell-substance exist in the unsegmented gg. The 
constancy of cleavage in later stages is associated with constancy of 
movements in the cytoplasm, and it is probable that the same is 
true of the constancy that precedes  c leav~ge,  ('99, p. 78. 
Italies mine). LI[,LII~'S account ('01) of the lamellibranch (Unio) is more 
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specific, showing that" even before the union o5 the germ-n.uclei a 
mass of clear ~sphere-substance~ elongates, in a line parallel to the 
long axis of the first cleavage-spindle, and hence in a direction de- 
finitely oriented with respect o the adult body. As the spindle forms 
it moves to an excentrie position, which determines the relative size 
of the first two cells which in turn is definitely correlated with the 
proportions and arrangement of the larval Structures derived from them. 
Analogous phenomena re described by ZIEGLER ('95) in the nema- 
tode (Diplogaster), where the germ-nuclei are carried about by proto- 
plasmic currents, finally coming to rest and uniting at a point which 
marks the future anterior end of the embryo; and by CASTLE ('96) 
in the tunieate (Ciona), where a protoplasmic ap is formed on the 
ventral hemisphere and increases to form a special thickening at a 
point that marks the future posterior end of the embryo. 
In all these eases definite redistributions of material, that initiate 
the localizing process, take place in the period between the begin- 
ning of maturation and that of cleavage, and I would again emphasize 
the fact that in Cerebratulus an egg-fragment of the preceding period 
segments as a whole, a blastomere of the ensuing period as a frag- 
ment. The argument post  hoe propter  hoc must be used with 
due caution; yet the evidence viewed as a whole points unmistak- 
ably to the conclusion not only that the topographica l  arrange-  
ment of the egg-mater ia ls  is a leading factor  in the deter -  
minat ion of the form of c leavage,  but that this a r rangement  
is i tse l f  not a pr imary  feature  of the egg-organizat ion but 
a secondary  result  at ta ined by a progress ive  (i. e., epigenet ic)  
process. From this it follows that the form of cleavage does not 
determine the localizing process but is itself due to an antecedent 
localizing process. Yet it is, I believe, no less probable that while 
cleavage is not primarily a differentiating or even a localizing pro- 
cess, in the strict sense of the term, it may form a most impor-  
tant fa.etor in the epigenet ic  course of loca l izat ion as a 
means of . isolat ion,  and that the d i f fe rent ia l  d is t r ibut ion  of 
speci f ic  cytop lasmic  mater ia ls  among the b lastomeres  may 
p lay  an important  r61e in the subsequent  spec i f i ca t ion  of 
these b las tomeres  and thus in the determinat ion  of the 
cleavage-mosaic~).  This conclusion, essentially in harmony with 
I) Cf. LILLIE, ,The process of cell-division, as such, is necessary neither to 
growth, differentiation, nor the earliest correlations; but it is accessory, in Metazoa, 
to all three as a localizing factor, often from the earliest stages,, (I02, p. 494). 
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that curlier suggested by D~IEscI~ and with the more recent results 
of LIL~IE and CONKLIN~ renders it desirable to examine briefly some 
of the evidence of segregation and isolation afforded by later stages 
than those heretofore considered 1). 
It is an old conception that a principal r6 l e of cleavage during 
development is to separate specifically distinct materials by qualitative 
or differential divisions. The attempt o apply this conception to the 
nuclear substance, made by Roux and WEISMAN~, is generally con- 
ceded to have failed; but long before this attempt a similar view 
was applied to the cell-cytoplasm and definitely formulated by RAY 
LANKESTER in his well-known theory of precocious egregation ('77, 
pp. 410--411). The view is here ~iclearly outlined that cleavage 
separates specifically different >>physiological molecules<,; further, 
that >>all differentiation of cells, the development of one kind of cell 
fl:om another, is dependent on internal movements of the physiological 
molecules of the protoplasm of such cells,; and that ~>the visible 
process of segregation~ (i. e., in cleavage) >>is only the sequel of a 
differentiation already established and not visible,,. It appears to 
me that later researches have brought very definite supportto this 
conclusion. That such processes of segregation precede the first 
cleavage during the period of maturation is now thoroughly establi- 
shed, and the evidence is no less convincing that these initial oper- 
ations are only the beginning of a long series of analogous phenomena 
during subsequent cleavages. It is hardly necessary to call attention 
to the familiar fact of the progressive segregation of material that 
goes on during the separation of ectoblast from entoblast in the epi- 
bolic types of gastrulation, where, in so many cases the micromeres 
(ectomeres) contain visibly different material from the basal macro- 
meres from which they are successively separated. In the spiral 
type of cleavage the formation of the micromeres is regularly pre- 
ceded by definite movements of the cell-substance foreshadowing the 
ensuing cleavage. In the polyclade (Leptoplana) or annelid (Nereis) 
- -  to select examples with which I am most directly familiar and 
in which a very sharp distinction exists between the >>formative,< 
and ,nutritive,, elements - -  the formation of each quartet o~ ecto- 
meres is preceded by an accumulation of clearer protoplasm, in which 
the nucleus lies, and which contains none of the larger deutoplasm- 
t) This subject has been reviewed at some length by-DRIESC~ in his paper 
on the Organization of the Egg, where a nearly similar view is adopted, and 
still more recently by LILLIE and CO~KLI~. 
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spheres, at one of the upper angles of the basal cell. In the formation 
of the first and third quartets (by dexiotropic leavages) this accu- 
mulation is at the upper left angle, in that of the second (by a 
leiotropic cleavage) it is at the upper right angle. In these cases a 
definite segregation of visible material, having a very definite pro- 
morphological significance, precedes the cleavage; and in Nereis I 
was able to see that the posterior number of the second quartet 
(22 d,< or the ,,first somatoblast~) which is very much larger than 
the other three, and has a wholly different prospective value, differs 
visibly in protoplasmic structure from the others ('92, p.. 389). DRIESCH, 
in )/[yzostoma nd BOVE~I in St~vngyloeentrotus were able to follow 
a very definite distribution among the cleavage-cells of the material 
of the three zones of the unsegmented gg. In Myzostoma the green 
material is allotted only to the posterior quadrant of the egg, a part 
of it subsequently passing into the first somatoblast (2, d) and the re- 
mainder {probably) into the second somatoblast (4, d). On the other 
hand, the reddish material of the upper zone passes into the ecto- 
meres, the clear middle zone into the entomeres. In Stro~gylocentrotus 
the red material of the pigment-ring passes into the cells of the 
arehenteron, while the upper and lower clear zones give rise (though 
only approximately) to the ectoblast and the mesenchyme r spec- 
tively. With these observations should be mentioned the earlier one 
of WnITMAZr and MoaGA~ (MoaGAN, '93), that in the egg of Arbacia 
the pigment (at first generally diffused) migrates away from the lower 
pole as nearly as the 2-ccll stage in anticipation of the formation of 
the micromere-quartet at the fourth cleavage. More recently, still 
more definite evidence of segregation and isolation of cytoplasmic 
materials in the cleavage of molluscan eggs has been brought for- 
ward by CO~KLI~ and LILLIE, in whose accurate and thorough papers 
the high importance of the movements of the cytoplasmic materials 
in their bearing on the problem of differentiation is fully recognized. 
After describing the redistributions in the unsegmented gg CONKLIN 
states that it is in the cleavage cells that he has found ~the most 
unmistakable evidence of the definite and orderly movements of cell- 
contents,,, and concludes that differentiations in the direction, size, 
and quality (i. e., prospective value) of differential cleavages are due 
in part at least to these movements of the cytoplasm ('99, p. 90). 
The most important, addition made to pre-existing accounts is his 
discovery that during the cleavage of Crepidula there is a differential 
distribution ot merely of protoplasm and deutoplasm but of purely 
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protoplasmic elements, the characteristic ~)sphere-substance,, of each 
generation, from the second cleavage onwards, being distributed only 
to the micromeres (ectomeres) of the three succeeding quartets. A 
similar differential distribution of sphere-substance was traced in the 
descendants of the micromeres as far as the 24-cell stage; and CO~KLI~ 
concludes that this may be an important factor in the differentiation 
of the cells 1). LILLIE'S observations relate mainly to the movements 
of material in the unsegmented egg, as brief ly outlined above; but 
he too observed definite regrouping of the cytoplasmic elements in 
the 2-cell stage (Unio), foreshadowing the form of the ensuing 
cleavage. Of significance in the same direction also, are the very 
active movements of the cytoplasm observed by GARDINER ('95) in 
the blastomeres of the segmenting eggs of _Polychoerus. 
An interesting" and striking case is that recently observed by 
BIGELOW ('02) in the cleavage of Lepas. The yolk is here equally 
distributed up to the time of maturation, when it assumes an extreme 
telolecithal arrangement. At first lying symmetrically at one end of 
the elongated ovum, the yolk moves to one side shortly before the 
oblique first cleavage (before the actual cleavage begins) so as to 
pass into only one of the two resulting cells. During the cleavage 
the yolk-mass occupies a portion quite at the side of the egg, but 
in the completed 2-cell stage returns to the lower pole. During the 
second cleavage the yolk is again moved towards one side so as to 
pass into only one of the four cells; and this separation of material 
2) Co~xLI~'s last fine paper ('02), containing a detailed and profusely 
illustrated account of the protoplasmic movements before and during cleavage, 
was received after the MS. of.this paper was completed. While this contains 
many additional interesting cytological data to which it would be impossible 
to do justice in a brief review, it does not add essentially new points regard- 
ing protoplasmic movements to those contained in his earlier lecture, and I 
have left the quotations from that lecture as they stood. At p. 107, occurs the 
statement: , In  the main, d i f fe rent ia t ion  in the ear ly  deve lopment  
of an animal cons ists  in the fo rmat ion  of var ious  unl ike sub- 
stances and in the i r  de f in i te  loca l i za t ion  in d i f fe rent  regions of 
the egg or in d i ferent  blastomeres.~ This is essentially the same view 
as that here adopted. At p. 115 the following interesting suggestion, which 
bears no less directly on my own conclusions : ,The sphere-substance is formed 
of hyaloplasm from the cell body and aehromatin from the nucleus and the 
differential distribution of this substance may be an important factor of diffe- 
rentiation. If the nucleus controls the cell, as DE VnIEs, WE~S~A~ and Rocx 
maintain, we have in this differential distribution of the spheres a possible 
mechanism for such control, as well as for differentiation.~ 
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continues for two succeeding cleavages, so that in the 16-cell stage 
the y01k is still contained in a single cell. From this cell, and 
from this alone, ar ises the entoblast ,  in sharp contragt o the 
case in platodes, annelids or gasteropods, where the yolk passes into 
four cells from which alone arises the entoblast. 
When facts of this kind observed in cleavage are compared with 
those determined in respect o the stratification of the unsegmented 
egg, its origin, and effect upon development, the conclusion is hardly 
to be avoided that the initial step in differentiation (localization) is 
a redistribution, in the cytoplasm of the blastomeres~ of specifically 
different materials which are subsequently isolated in separate cells 
by the ensuing divisions. These materials are doubtless more com- 
plex and varied than can be distinguished by the eye; it is highly 
probable that their presence definitely modifies the metabolism and 
future development of the cell as has already been suggested by 
DRIESC~I 1). Some of them (deutoplasm) are doubtless relatively passive 
substances forming only a reserve food-supply; but it appears in a 
high degree probable that among the protoplasmic elements are active 
substances, directly concerned in metabolism, that may not only 
incite the format ion of new products  but lead to new lo- 
cal iz ing processes  with in the area of the cell. What may be 
their exact mode of action - -  whether, for example, they are specific 
organ-forming stuffs or rather, as seems more probable, act as initia- 
tives (enzymes .9) to specific forms of metabolic activity - -  is a question 
that may be left open. If the general view I have adopted could 
be accepted, we should have a relatively simple conception of the 
modus operand i  (though not, it is needless to add, of the primary 
causes) of cell-specification during development by a progressive 
(epigenetic) modification of the cytoplasm, and of the nature of the 
cleavage-mosaic. I have no wish to build a speculative fabric upon 
this basis; but believe it may serve a useful purpose to indicate what 
interpretation the foregoing conception might offer of some of these 
problems. 
1) This conception of development, though recognizing the existence 
of definite cytoplasmic germ-regions that precede and are independent 
~) ,Es sei nur erwKhnt, dass sehr wohl Blastulazellen eben dadurch, dass 
sic am vegetativen Pol nines polar gerichteten Ganzen gelegen sind, zu Organ- 
bildung angeregt werden miigen, wiees wohl bei Echiniden der Fall ist, dass 
in anderen F~i]Ien (Gastropoden) specifische S~offe der Eiorganisation, welche 
bei der Furchunff in bestimmte Zellen eingeschlossen werden, auf diese specifi- 
cirend wirken and dergleichen mehr, ('96, 1, p. 102). 
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of cleavage, offers an explanation of their origin that is essentially 
epigenctic. In the unsegmented egg there is definite proof, directly 
in the observation of the establishment of the stratification (BOVERI, 
DRIESC:[I, LILLIE, CONKLIN, and others), indirectly, but no less con- 
vincingly through my experiments on Cerebratulus, that the localizing 
activity is a progressive process. Nothing compels the assumption 
that at this period the cytoplasm contains specific materials answer- 
ing to every later differentiation. The presence and definite arrange- 
ment of relatively few such materials is sufficient, as BOVERI urges, 
to mark the general outlines of the promorphology. There is on the 
contrary abundant evidence that as cleavage advances new meta- 
bolic processes arc continually initiated in the cells and new materials 
continually formed. By the further segregation of these materials 
and their isolation by cleavage new local conditions may continually 
be created, each blastomere becoming in its turn the area of operations 
similar in general character, though different in detail, to those oc- 
curring" in younger cells or in the entire egg before cleavage begins. 
The extent of the initial localization may vary widely in different 
animals, and must, as DRIESCH has said, be determined in each in- 
dividual case. ~The segmentation of the egg presents more or less 
a mosaic-like character according to the period at which differentiation 
appears, and the rate at which it proceeds, as expressed in limita- 
tions of the power of development in the individual blastomeres<, etc. 
(WILSOn, 94, p. 13). 
2) The c leavage-mosa ic  thus becomes in truth a mosaic 
of spec i f i ca l ly  d i f ferent  mater ia ls  and at the same t ime a 
mosaic of more or less def in i te ly  es tab l i shed  tendencies.  
Experiment has proved, for the earlier stages of cleavage, that these 
tendencies are not necessarily to be conceived as sharply defined 
potencies; on this point all must agree with DRmSCH'S remark that 
~)The cleavage-mosaic need not be a mosaic of poteneies~ ). In cases 
where a single blastomere produces a complete embryo we must 
therefore assume, either that a definitive differential isolation of 
materials has not yet occurred or that, if it has occurred, the cell 
still retains the power upon isolation from its fellows of manufactur- 
ing anew materials to take the place of those that are lacking. Such 
cases as that observed by ZIEGLER (r98) in the ctenophore, where 
the removal of the micromere-forming region, even during the first 
1) '99, p. 729, also '97, p. 79. 
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cleavage, does not cause the suppression of the micromere-formation 
at a later period, are therefore by no means fatal to the view here 
advocated~); for the .segregation of the micromere-material (so to 
speak) may not have occurred, or only incompletely, or it may have 
been restored by new constructive processes. 
In such cases as Amphioxus o1" the sea-urchin, both the early 
and the late development indicate that the cytoplasmic materials are 
symmetrically distributed during the first two cleavages, and my 
observations point to the same conclusion in the case of the nemer- 
tine. Whether this is true in such cases as the annelid or gasteropod 
egg, where the first two cells definitely differ in prospective value 
and often in size also, is an interesting question that awaits adequate 
test; for Cm~To~'s  isolated experiment in this direction (Ilyanassa, 
'96) can hardly be considered as conclusive, and it is possible that 
the failure of the isolated blastomeres to produce perfect embryos in 
this case may be due to quite other causes than the lack of specific 
material. It must not be forgotten, too, that the formation of germ- 
cells demands that they must either receive all of the actual con- 
stituents of the original egg or the power to manufacture similar 
ones. Definite specification and loss of totipotence, such as appears 
to occur in later stages (e. g., after establishment of the germ-layers 
in the echinoderm) may be due, accordingly, to complete isolation of 
material o1" to incapacity for metabolic regulation. 
Even when cell-specification has occurred (if it occurs) or is 
well advanced the embryo as a whole may still retain a high degree 
of regulative capacity, as is shown, for example, in the closure of 
the half-blastula nd the production of a complete larva, or in the 
formation of a perfect pilidium from a blastula-fragment. It is 
probable, from my experiments on the blastulas that the cells are 
at this period more or less definitely spec i f ied -  how completely 
can only be shown by more detailed observation - -  yet the fragment 
may be remoulded into a whole by a regulative process which may 
be compared with MORGAN'S .'>morphallaxis<< in fragments of adult 
planarians or hydroids2). That such a process occurs gives definite 
1) This apparent difficulty is removed by 1FISCHEL~S latest experiments on the 
ctenophore egg (This Journal. XV, 4. 1903) pnblished while the present paper is in 
press. These experiments conclusively demonstrate he mosaic-like character of 
cleavage in the ctenophore, and the general results are essentially in harmony 
with my own conclusions. 
s) I am in agreement with the opinion expressed in DglESOlt's'Iatest paper 
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evidence that, despite the division off the egg into cells and their 
differentiation, the embryo still develops as a whole, irrespective of 
the cell-boundaries; yet it is possible, and I believe probable, that 
the cells may nevertheless have undergone limitations of potency 
from which they and their progeny cannot escape. This is a matter 
that can perhaps be positively determined by exact studies on the 
cell-lineage of the blastula-fragments. 
3) If the initial character of the cell be immediately due to its 
specific cytoplasmic ontent we can understand how the form of 
cleavage may be artificially modified without affecting the end-result, 
and further, how related forms which show the same cleavage-pattern 
may nevertheless differ more or less widely in the prospective value 
of cells that correspond in origin. The prospective value of a cell 
in normal development will be conditioned by the material it receives 
during the preceding cell-division; and this in turn by the localizing 
character of a preceding segregation by which the germ-regions are 
defined. The cleavage-pattern may be considered as determined by 
at least two sets of factors, primarily by internal conditions, such 
as the grouping of the cytoplasmic materials, that are established by 
the localizing process, secondarily by external more obviously 
mechanical conditions, such as the'shape of the egg, mutual pressure 
or cytotropism of the cells, and the like; though it is obvious that 
the two groups have in the last analysis a common cause. Arti- 
ficial alterations of the second group, by compression of the egg and 
the like, may produce entire alteration of the cleavage-pattern 
without essentially modifying the internal relations of the germ- 
regions. The usual relation of the cleavage-plans to these regions 
may thus be replaced by a wholly ,new one, and consequently 
the resulting cells have a different prospective value from the 
usual one. 
Here we obtain, I think, an intelligible view of the vexed question 
of cell-homology which has so long disturbed the rest of students 
of cell-lineage. It is certain that cleavage-patterns have changed in 
the course of evolution, both in form and in relation to the germ- 
regions, and such changes have probably taken place very gradually 
and in different degress. Hence the cells in the cleavage of related 
forms show varying degrees of correspondence in origin and fate. 
('02, p. 526) that this process, by which a blastula-fragment moulds itself into a 
whole larva, is a regulative one dependent upon an ulterior organization of 
which the stratification is not a cause but a result. 
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In the platodes, nemertiiaes, annelids, gasteropods and lamellibranchs 
a common cleavage-pattern has been retained on the whole with 
wonderful fidelity, yet with countless modifications in detail. Within 
this series we often find, in the cell-lineage of related forms, that 
cells may closely agree or even be identical both in origin and in 
prospective value l}~ and such cells are I think, as t~ruly homologous 
in strict accordance with lhe historical criterion, as any other 
structures of like historic origin. The occurrence of rudimentary 
cells in cleavage seems only explicable as the result of vestigal 
processes of segregation, which still form part of the general process 
of localization) but have lost or are losing their former significance; 
and this is the more probable fi'om the fact that such vestigal cells 
may be connected by intermediate gradations, in a comparative 
series, with corresponding cells that are large and of functional 
importance:). When in the course of such changes, or others, the 
original relation between the cleavage-pattern a d the germ-regions 
alters, the cells undergo corresponding alterations in prospective value. 
The homologies, even of cells of like origin in the cleavage-pattern, 
may thus become partial or even disappear; and the same result 
follows when the pattern itself wholly changes, as appears to have 
taken place in the cephalopods. LILLIE'S statement that ,,it is par- 
allel precocious segregation in different cases that conditions cell- 
homologies,< ('95, p. 38) is I think true, but does not adequately ex- 
press, even with the context (1. c., p. 37), the historical relation that 
is essential to the conception of genetic homology. 
4) These considerations leave wholly untouched the nature of 
the primary organization of the egg', the primary factors of locali- 
zation, and those of regulation. I am in agreement with DICIESCtI 
('02) that the demonstration of a visible stratification of the egg in 
no manner sets aside the need for assuming an antecedent funda- 
mental organization of which that stratification is a consequenceS); 
and further with the view that to that primary organization we must 
look for the factors concerned in the regulative processes involved 
in the production of a complete embryo from an egg-fragment or an 
t) In order to avoid the confusion created by the loose use of the term 
>,homology~ as applied to cleavage-cells, I have elsewhere (r02) proposed to 
designate cells of like embryological origin as homoblastic, those of like 
fate as equivalent. 
~) Cf. WIlson, '98, ToRREY, '02. 
3) This agree~ also with the conclusion of LILLIE ('01, p. 269). 
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isolated blastomere; but I am unable to perceive in what way our 
view of this organization and the process of localization is rendered 
clearer by the assumption of ,,Fernkr~fte% or by taking .refuge in a 
theory of vitalism. DRIESCtt'S widely quoted aphorism ~,Die prospek- 
five Bedeutung der Zelle ist Funktion der Lage<~ is true in a broad 
sense~ but it has become probable~ through DICIESCH'S own admirable 
later experiments and others, that the specific sense in which he 
first employed it must be considerably modified. How far it holds 
true in this specific sense remains to be determined; and important 
light can undoubtedly be thrown on the question by the detailed 
study of the later cell-lineage of isolated blastomeres in such forms 
as the nemertines, annelids and mollusks. In the further develop- 
ment of the 1/2-blastulae in Cerebratulus, for example, it is a highly 
interesting question whether the definitive archenteron is formed from 
the half-group of entomeres, or whether additions are made from cells 
normally destined to become ectomeres; and so on. It is in every 
case certain that important direct evidence on this question may be 
obtained by further study of the spiral type of cleavage along the 
lines here marked out. 
5) The view I have outlined leaves open the question of the 
rSle of the nucleus in the determination of development. But it 
may be pointed out that the essential part played by the nucleus in 
the metabolism of the cell is now abundantly demonstrated; and 
BOVERI'S recent remarkable xperimental papel: ('02) on multipolar 
mitoses has brought new support to the conception that it is in the 
nuclear organization that the sum total of the specific potencies and 
the primary determination of development is to be sought. It would 
be unnecessary to repeat here a discussion of this point that I have 
elsewhere given (The Cell. 2 "a Ed. pp. 417--425). It appears to me, 
however, that the following passage hardly needs modification. ,,Pri- 
marily the egg-cytoplasm is totipotent in the sense that its various 
regions stand in no fixed relation to the parts to which they respec- 
tively give rise. Secondarily, however, development may assume 
more or less of a mosaic-like character through differentiations of the 
cytoplasmic substance involving local chemical and physical changes, 
deposits of metaplasmic material, and doubtless many other subtler- 
processes. Both the extent and the rate of such differentiations seem 
to vary in different cases; and here probably lies the explanation 
of the fact that the isolated blastomeres of different eggs vary so 
widely in their mode of development . . . . .  The primary determining 
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course of development .lies in the nucleus, which operates by  setting 
up a continuous series of specific metabol ic changes in the cyto- 
plasm . . . . .  The cytoplasmic differentiations thus set up form~ as it 
were a f ramework  within which the subsequent operations take place 
in a course which is more or less f irmly fixed in different casesr 
(1. c., pp. 423--4) .  
Zoological  Laboratory~ Columbia University~ Dec. 15 ~h, 1902. 
Zusammenfassung, 
1) Das Ei geht durch zwei kritische Perioden. Die erste tritt ein, wenn 
die Wand des Keimbl~schens verschwindet, wonach Fragmente aus jedem be- 
liebigen Theile des Eies befruchtungs- und entwickelungsf~hig s nd. Die zwei~e 
tritt zur Zeit der Befruchtnng ein, yon wo an kernlose Fragmente nicht l~inger 
befruchtungsf~hig s nd. 
2) Nach dem Uberstehen der ersten kritischen Periode sind Bruchstiicke 
ans jeder Eigegend, gleichgiiltig ob kernhaltig oder nicht, befruchtungsf~hig, 
k~nnen sich wie vollstiindige Eier furchen und im Falle geniigender Gr(ii~e 
normale Zwerg-Pilidien liefern. Die nntere Volumensgrenze, welche noch zur 
Bildung eines vollstiindigen Pilidiums hinreicht, betrSgt ungef~hr ein Viertel 
des ganzen Eivolumens. Die kernhaltigen Fragmente behalten sicher, die kern- 
losen wahrscheinlich i re urspriingliche Polarit~t. 
3) Isolirte Blastomeren des Zwei- oder Vierzellenstadiums furchen sich 
nicht wie ganze Eier, sondern typisch so, wie wenn die verloren gegangenen 
Blastomeren och vorhanden w:~iren. Doch kann die Form der Theilung in 
wechselnder Breite dadurch modificirt werden, dass die Zellen w~ihrend und 
nach der Theilung sich yon einander schieben. Sie dienen in derRegel  an 
einer Seite mehr oder weniger welt offenen Blastulis zum Ursprung, in extremen 
F~llen sogar nahezu flachen Platten; doch kiinnen aus allen diesen Formen 
Pilidien hervorgehen, yon denen die aus den becherfiirmigen ]~]astulae hervor- 
gegangenen normale Gestalt hubert kSnnen, wiihrend die aus den plattenfiirmigen 
gewShnlich (immer?) unsymmetrisch sind. 
4) Bruchstticke yon ganzen Blastulae kiinnen normal gestaltete Zwerg- 
Pilidien hervorbring'en, doch zeigen die Larven dann gewiihnlich Unsymmetrie 
oder Defekte. Fragmente yon der animalen Hiilfte besitzen stets das Scheitel- 
organ, doch ist der Urdarm oft (immer?) yon relativ geringer Gr~il3e. Fragmente 
der vegetativen H~ilfte entbehren h~ufig (immer?) des Scheitelganglions and der 
Scheitelgeil~el, und das Archenteron ist gewShnlich (immer?) yon abnormer L:,inge. 
5) Die Ektodermzellen des pri~trochalen Bezirks sind bei allen Larven yon 
ann~hernd erselben Griil~e, sei es bei normulen, oder aus Fragmenten, oder 
endlich arts isolirten Blastomeren entstandenen. Dasselbe scheint fiir die Mesen- 
chymzellen zuzutreffen. Es scheint also wohl die Zahl, aber nicht die Griil~e 
der Zellen der Larvengriil~e proportional zu sein. 
6) Die vorstehenden Thatsachen zeigen, class die Lokalisationen der Keim- 
bezirke ein progressiver (epigenetiseher) Process sind. Vor der Reifung sind 
die Keimbezirke des Nemertineneies ~iquipotent in Bezug auf die Faktoren der 
Furchung nml Lokalisation. Diese Faktoren werden in der Periode zwischen 
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Reifungsbeginn nnd Vollendung der ersten Furehe in einer gewissen Ausdehnung 
lokalisirt, doeh kann verm(ige ines Regulationsprocesses ein vollst:,indiger Em- 
bryo noch aus einem einzigen Blastomer hervorgehen. 
7) Der Lokalisationsprocess wird prim~ir hervorgebraeht dureh eine Neu- 
vertheilung und eine Absonderung speeifischen Cytoplasmamaterials, sin Vorgang, 
der w~hrend e, Reifnngsperiode beginnt (m(iglicher Weise in manehen F~illen 
noeh eher) und in den Blastomerenindividuen w~hrend der Furchungsperiode 
sich fortsetzt. Die Furehung" spielt, obwohl sic aa sieh nieht die Ursache der 
Differenzirung ist, doch als ein Mittel zur Isolirung bei de, Lokalisation eine 
wichtige Rolle. Das Furchungsmosaik ist ein wirkliches Mosaik you (unter sich) 
specifiseh differenten Cytoplasmamaterialien nnd in Folge dessen ein Mosaik 
yon mehr oder weniger entschieden ausgeprligten Entwickelungstendenzen. 
8) Mit der fortschreitenden Bildung, Abseheidung und Trennung solcher 
(unter sich differenten) Materiale w~hrend e, Furchung wird das Zellmosaik fort- 
schreitend komplicirter und bestimmter. Die Begrenzung der so in den einzelnen 
Zellen hervorgebrachten (specifischen) Potcnzen variirt wahrscheinlich in ihrer HShe 
und endet entweder in viilliger Specificirung oder nicht. Im letzteren Falle kSnnen 
die Zellen immer noch komplexe Potenzen unter metabolischer Regulation iibrig 
behalten, im ersten ist die Zellpotenz dutch den Ausfall soleher Regulations- 
fi~higkeit begrenzt. In beiden Fis kann der Embryo als Ganzes immer noch 
in so fern Regulationsfiihigkeit behalten, als sich ein Bruehsttick (eine Zellgruppe) 
selbst zu einem Ganzen umbilden kaun. 
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